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ANOTHER STOCK TUBULE
Many Stocks Today Reach the Lowest Price of
The Year
;
A

BIG

ON

FAILURE

Big Flood in China

A

Well-To--

STOCK

EXCHANGE

Farmer Brute Lynched By

An Angry Mob.

PHILADELPHIA,

YEOAS DAILY OPTIC

Aug.

5.

Domes-

tic wool is steady and quite firm,
notwithstanding a temporary stock
market panic.
Wool has been hardening in price
even under these conditions, and at a
time when values for similar wool
abroad had begun to fall. This wonmarderful strength of our
kets was shown at a time when a
market prevailed,
stringent money
which induced1 caution on the part of
many, and forced the withdrawal from
market of some who were dependent
sea-boar- d

upon bank accommodations.
In view of the enormous shrinkage
in values of stocks, bonds and some
kinds of merchandise, Marshall Field,
of Chicago, may claim to have established a reputation for foresight,
when some weeks ago he declared
that "aa the crest of the wave of prosperity that begun in 1896 has been
reached and passed, his store would
restrict its purchases." Yet, taking
all in all, we fall to see any evidences
that general business has passed the
high tide of activity, while there are
many evidences that the tide of general prosperity has reached a higher
level than ever before, and continues
to expand. There is certainly no evidence that business activity is on
the down grade. Railroad earnings
during the past month eclipsed all
previous records, and they are an unfailing barometer of the extent of
business. :,
The shrinkages in values of stocks
and bonds manipulated on Wall street
do not prove that business is on the
down grade, and they are at worst but
enforced liquidations by stock gamblers, owing to a tight money market.
This is shown by the fact that loans
which merchants were solicited to
take last year at 4 per cent, when
money was abundant, are now taken
at 6 per cent because of Its scarcity.
It is surely time for congress to re;
consider the Aldrich bill of last session or some other financial measure.
The aggregate bank clearings of the
cities outside of New York last week
were greater than those of the same
week last year. This should accurately express the situation as to general business, for Wall street stock

operations are not reflected in the
bank transactions of other cities. Reduced business and falling values In
cities outside of New York would Instantly be shown in the reduction of
bank clearings; but they have expand
ed, showing that the rising tide of
general and widespread business pros
perity continues.
The Immediate and greatest obstacle the wool trade has to contend
with Is the lack of demand for textiles. The American Woolen company at their Initial opening recog
nized this when they offered their
new goods at last year's prices, al
though line wool is now 4 per cent
'dearer and coarse grades 14 per cent
dearer than at this time last year.
The mill managers are offering
their goods at prices current at this
time last year in the face of world
wide higher cost for wool.
The total wool supply of August 1st,
1903, Including the clip of this year,
was 465,000,000 lbs., aa against 490,
000,000 lbs., at the same date last
year, a decrease of 25,000,000 lbs. The
advance figures of the new department of commerce indicate an ln
crease of over 6 per cent in the imports of grease wool for the fiscal
year ending June 30th, which means
a still greater increase, If clean
scoured wool alone is considered, as
the increase Is all in the coarser
grades of light shrinking qualities.
There hag been some decrease in
domestic production In sections east
of the Missouri river, although the
total clip Is believed to be nearly, if
not quite, as large as in the previous
years. The Increase la exclusively in
some of the territories.
As an offset to a decrease in produc

tion in some localities there has been
some falling off in consumption, owing to the lack of employment of machinery that was busy in the winter,
which then was consuming probably
The de50,000,000 lbs. per month.
crease in consumption, has, it Is estifor the
mated, reduced the latter
months of June and July to about
lbs. per month, which probably takes care of the 25,000,000 lbs.
decrease in the total supply.
wool auctions
The July London
have an especially important bearing
on prices in the United States, as the
domestic clip Is now being marketed,
to
and prices here are determined
some extent by the cost of foreign
wool, of which the Imports for the
fiscal year are in quantity about 50
per cent of our home production.
The fourth London series, which
opened on the 7th ulto., closed on the
was
The quantity offered
22nd.
small, only 156,000 bales, of which
5,000 came to the United States; 8,000
bales were carried over to the September auctions, having failed to
bring owners' limits.
As manufacturers everywhere had
been carrying light stocks, for the;
reason that the demand for textiles
wag not uniformly satisfactory, they
were low in wool supplies. The attendance at the auctions was therefore good, and the competition was

spirited.

Merinos were 5 per cent lower than

at the auctions in May; this was not
a surprise, as owing to a rather distrustful feeling with regard to them,

they were expected to give way a lit
tle. Fine Top of No. 60'a quality deto
clined in two months from 52
49
The actual result of the Auctions, however, give no support of the
Idea of any further decline in fine
wools. They are believed to be in a
c

sound position.
s fashion is running strongly to
wards goods made of medium wool,
crossbreds of fine quality, similar to
did
those which are called
not share in the weakness of other
merino wools, but were steady.
Under these circumstances the drop
of one cent per pond In crossbred
Tops since early June can only be ex
plained by the depressing Influence
upon European manufacturers of the
fact that, in spite of their
great popularity, crossbred wools exist In great abundance.
It was not many months ago that
London circulars declared that owing
to the large supply of medium and
coarse wools, they could not be higher, although since then they have risen.
In
The drop since thej Auction
40's crossbred Tops shows there is
not unlimited confidence that present
values can be maintained, although It
is admitted that crossbred v.ools are
now made up into many forms of
beautiful fabrics that have become
with those heretoclose competitor
fore matchless cloths made from fine
half-bloo-

well-know- n

wool.

JUSTICE, BATEMAN

& CO.

NEW YORK, Aug. 5. The firm of
Hurlbut, Hatch & Co., was composed
of John H. Hurlbut, E. S. Hatch and J.
wag formE. Smith. A
ed Sept 12, 1890. The liabilities will
reach five million.
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. Hurlbut,
Hatch & Co., members of the Stock
Exchange, have failed.
O

"
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Catholic Total Abstinence Union.
PITTSBURG, Pa., Aug. B. With
imposing service at the Church of the
Epiphany the annual national convention of the Catholic Total Abstinence
Union of America began Its sessions
this morning. At 10 o'clock Right
Rev. Richard Phelan, bishop of the
high
Pittsburg diocese, celebrated
mass with many assisting clergymen.
The sermon was delivered by the Rev.
William Kelty, of Crafton.

WEDNESDAY,

EVENING, AUGUST 5, 1903.

IN NEW YORK.
The religious service concluded; the
deelgates marched In a body to the
Lydia Johnson of Trinidad Has Vocal
Duquesne Theatre, where the business
range of Four Octaves.
sessions were begun. The Interior of
the theatre was prettily decorated
Many Laa Vegas people know Lydia
with banners and festoons of blue,
Johnson, a promising young vocalist
which Is the official color of the orto New York to try her
The meeting was called The Fleecy Steadily but Slowly who has gone
ganization.
New York World prints
The
fortune.
to order by Rev. Walter J, Shaniley, of
a picture of the young laJy In an artiGaining in Price. Medium
Hartford, president of the union, who
cle relating to her aspirations. The
responded on behalf of the delegates
Grades High
story will be Interesting, notwithto the cordial addresses of greeting.
the impertinent, exaggerstanding
The roll call showed an attendance of
and uncouth language, which
ated
a
1,000
delegates, representing
nearly
characterizes the metrototal membership of about 130,000,
OUTLOOK unfortunately
politan paper of the day.
the United
scattered
throughout
A new Mary McLane has discovStates.
ered herself and has come to New
The afternoon was taken up with
the regular order of business, reading Increase iu Total Clip Due to York to be discovered by the world
at large. Like the original Mary, she
of the reports of delegates, etc. Much
Fine Returns In The Terribails from the west, and Is chock full
in
is
the
manifested
public interest
tories
of genius. Unlike her prototype, howmass meeting to be held tonight for
ever, she admits that this genius Is
the reason that the list of speakers
as
yet undeveloped, and that her nuincludes the names . of Archbishop
Ireland, of St. Paul, Rt. Rev. J. F. THE WOOL SALE IN LONDON merous talents are In ac embroyo anJ
chaotic state. It was genius pure and
Regis Canevln, coadjutor bishop of
M.
M.
of
simple, and not toothbrushes that
Rev.
the
Sheedy
Pitt3burg;
drove
her to New York.
note.
Altoona, and other prelates of
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. There wag a
The new Mary is Miss Lydia M.
o
in
many
sharp decline in prices
Johnson, the daughter of the late Prof.
Texas After Cotton Boll Weevil.
stocks today Immediately after the W. H.
Johnson, once superintendent
AUSTIN, Tex., Aug. 5. If any genwhich carried them to the of schools
at Trinidad, Colo. She is
ius or scientist believes he has hit opening
Selling 17
lowest price of the year.
and a
of age,
years
upon a way to exterminate the pestunder
out good support,
brilliant conversationalist. What she
iferous cotton boll weevil now Is the brought
which there were substantial rallies lacks In other
ways she makes up
time for him to come forward. Fifty
Aat tun tnlnllteil Rhnrtlv
but at the
in wondrous assurance,
thousand dollars will be paid out of
of
o' ok he suspension
same time she is extremely modest
the state treasury of Texas to the per- - announced. The
"
In talking to her one is impressed
son who presents a successful remedy. 1"
was not greatly affected by
market
commitwith these two facts, which are not
The award will be made by a
i
news.
tee of five members appointed by the
generally found In one and the same
o
Governor Lanham, and who met here
person.
' President Will Aid Irrigation.
"There is no doubt about my being
organization.
today for preliminary
B.
President
Aug.
Utah,
OGDEN,
declared
Just the greatest genius,"
Several claimants for the big reward
Chairman
Roosevelt has written that
In talking to a World
Miss
have already sprung up and the comJohnston,
of the executive clmmlttee of
"We might as
mittee may have its hands full for Keisel,
reporter yesterday.
national
the
irrigation congress, prom well get that point settled at the
some time to come examining the merising active aid nd support for the start. I didn't know I was destined
its of their respective remedies.
convention to be held here September
to be a great personage until one day
15tb, and stating he would be repreSuicide.
Commits
way out In tbe west I woke up and
Mayor
sented by members of his cabinet.
discovered that I had a voice with a
ORDWAY, Colo., Aug. 5. M . J.
"
0
Baldwin, manager of the Dawley Wilrange of tour octaves. This was realAnother Stock Exchange Failure.
son Hardware Co., and mayor of
discovered by me. Then something
NEW YORK, Aug. 5. The suspen ly
committed suicide last night by
bubbled
right up in me and told me to
sion of the firm of Sparl & Bryan was
come to New York and make tbe
shooting. His body was found this
toannounced on the stock exchange
world better by my having lived.
morning in a store. He had been
day. The firm had a rating of from
and
"Father died five years ago and left
drinking heavily and gambling,
to $300,000. The firm's specthis with the fear he would lose his $200,000
mother
and myself In very straitenialties were known to be Virginia-CarolinWe had to do
ed circumstances.
Job with the Hardware Co., Is bechemical, United States realty
I
so
lieved to be the cause of the deed.
and
something,
began to study
and construction and southern rail1 was a genius at that,
o
photography.
No Danger of Strike on Rock Island. way.
and soon was able to make a living.
T'.'r went to live in a little house and
CHICAGO, Aug. 5. Officials of the
"teat Under Biff Band..
Rock Island and representatives of
WnitUker bought some furniture tin the installAug1.' 6.
LONDON,
the grievance committee of the trainof ment plan. I had paid $72 when the
and
director
men and conductors had a conference Wright, a promoter
knowledge of my great talents came
the London and Globe corporation, to me. I said to
mother, 'we will go
today and aa a result all danger of a
this
was arraigned
morning
center of the world
strike is declared to be past. An limited,
to
New
the
York,
and after the formal evidence of his
as America is concerned.' It
so
agreement Is said to have been praca
on
released
arrest had been taken
mattered not how we got there or
tically reached.
ball of $250,000.
o
the trials that awaited us. I felt that
o
Wisconsin Bankers.
we must go, for I am, you understand,
Upper Peninsula Firemen.
MILWAUKEE,
Wis., Aug. 6.
destined to be great and make tbe
5.
Mich.,
Aug.
Flags world
HANCOCK,
Many distinguished bankers and finanbetter for having lived.
decorate Hancock's princiers are attending the annual conven- and bunting
"We told the furniture men to take
in
the
honor
of
streets
today
tion of the Wisconsin Bankers' asso- cipal
furniture back. Then I bought
members of the Upper Peninsula their
two tickets for this city, took mother
ciation, which opened today in the asanwhose
ninth
Firemen's
association,
sembly room of the Hotel Pflster and
We got here six months
and tournament Is in and started.
will continue through tomorrow. Con- nual meeting
ago with $60. But I had ambition. I
A
has
three
days'
program
gressman Charles N. Fowler of New progress.
j
and selling
been arranged, Including the custom- began taking photographs
Jersey, author of the Fowler currency
them, and this made enough for food
races
hose
ladder
and
hook
drills,
bill and chairman of the House com- ary
I had my
and lodging sometimes.
contests.
mittee on currency and banking, Is and other
voice tried; teachers said it was wono
scheduled as the principal speaker.
derful, and 1 was satisfied.
My only
-- Modern Woodmen at the World's Fair.
o
regret was that I could not properly
Modern
6.
The
ST.
LOUIS, Aug.
Big Flood in China.
Icare for my mother."
BERLIN, Aug. 6. A dispatch re- Woodmen of America and their allied
Mrs. Johnston, a bit of a
were fraternities are making big prepara
ceived here says 700 persons
woman, who looked as though she had
floods tions for the proposed encampment
disastrous
drowned in the
grown prematurely old through hardwhich occurred at Che Foo, China, at the World's Fair, St. Louis, In Sepsmiled
and
encouragingly
ships,
Woodmen
July, 27. Bridges within the city and tember of next year. The
her
on
stroked
soothingly
daughter
In
many of the houses and their occu- number about 750,000 members
the shoulder, anJ tbe girl went on
compants were swept away In the tor- America. Gen. John H. Mitchell,
to tell how tbe
struggle of six
mander of the organization, says that months had endedlong
rent.
In her engagement
Louis
-during for a small
o
150,000 will be at 8t.
part in the coming pro
the week closing Sept. 6, with "Mod- ductlon
Nye Family Reunion.
of "Maud Muller."
The
America
of
6.
Woodmen
ern
Day."
Sever
SANDWICH, Mass., Aug.
Asked If she had ever acted, the
organizaal hundred descendants of Benjamin Foresters, a
young woman said that she had not,
0
has
the
with
Woodmen,
town
in
1836, tion allied
Nye, who settled in this
but knew that she would succeed.
uniformed members and It is said
constituting the Nye family of Amer
"I was a super in John Mason and
the
will
attend
reunthese
of
that
6,000
ica, began a three days' family
'Maude
Feeley's production of "The
Many of the Forester I
encampment.
ion here today. There are fifty-onChristian," she said. "It was for a
as
drilled
to
said
be
are
Sandwich
old
burying companies
graves in the
In the United .single night only, and I was a part
ground bearing the name of Nye, anJ well as any organization
of of the mob, but I felt genius burning
one hundred families in this town States. The Royal Neighbors
in me then, and I know I can get to
Woodto
the
America, also auxiliary
alone are descendants of the Nyes.
tbe top if I have the chance."
o
men, has a membership of 140,000
estiMitchell
Gen.
and
lady members,
..State Convention of Deaf Mutes.
To Arraungs Pattl's Farewell.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa., Aug. 6. The mates that 20,000 of these will be at
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. Robert Orau
ninth annual convention of the Penn the World's Fair during the first week sailed for Europe today to visit Mme,
sylvanla Association of the Advance- In September,
Pattl at
and to complete
o
ment of Deaf Mutes began today and
the arrangement for the dava's comUnder
will continue until Saturday.
Georgia Agriculturists.
ing tour of America. Mr. Grau will
the auspices of the local association
ATHENS, Oa, Aug. 6. The annual also visit Mme. Calve In Paris anJ
of deaf mutes elaborate arrangements meeting of the Georgia State Agri- hopes to close still another Important
have been made to give the visitors an cultural Society, which began here
contract while abroad.
well attended. Features of
enjoyable time.
One of the interesting features of
program were the annual adDaly vs. Fredericks.
the gathering will be a religious ser- dresses of the President, Dudley M.
LEWISTOWN,
Mont., Aug. 5.
vice tonight in St. Mary's Church. Hughes, and the reading and discus- "Chicago Jack Daly, who at one time
The rector, the Rev. U. Bakewell sion of papers as follows: "Agricultu- was considered one of the best men in
Green, will officiate, with the Rev. ral Education of Farmers," Hon. Ham the lightweight class, and "Kid" Fred
Austin W. Mann of Cleveland, O., as Jordan Jasper; "Sugar Cane Culture ericks or Hurra io are stated to furnish
Interpreter for tho "silent folk." Spe- in Georgia, and Its Future," Capt. D. the fistic entertainment tonight for
cial addresses will be delivered, both O. Purse, Savannah; "NoedeJ Reform the patrons of a local athletic organoral and musical, which will give In- In the Sale of Cotton Goods," 11. F. ization. The articles call for twenty
formation of special Interest regarding Wright, assistant commissioner of ag- rounds at catchwelghts. Owing to the
the Intellectual and religious advance- riculture, Atlanta; "The Industrial De- former reputation and powers of Daly
ment of deaf mutes In the United velopment of Georgia," Major T. Han- considerable Interest Is being maniStates and Europe.
son, Macon.
fested In tbe result of (he bout.

I
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Silly Tale Sent Out From Rome That Pope Leo
Died Eight Years Ago

OPTIMISTIC
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BROTHER, CARDINAL PECCI, MADE PONTIFF
Annual Convention of Catholic Total Abstinence Society Holding
Well Attended Sessions in Pittsburg.

ROME. Auft.

It will be hardly

6.

credited, but ft is nevertheless true,
that a number of influential people in
Rome and amongst Roman Catholics
throughout Italy, continue to believe
that it was not the real Pope Leo
XIII. who has just passed away, but
bis brother, Cardinal Peed, who, so
the story goes, had Impersonated the
Pope for a number of years. The pope
and bis brother were as alike as two
peas, and it is noteworthy that from
his youth Gloacchino, who became
His
pope, was extremely delicate.
pronouncements on labor, and his recognition of the French republic were
severe shocks to the policy of certain
religious orders, notably the Jesuits,
who have also aimed at controling the
policy of the Vatican. When Cardinal
Peccl died about eight years ago, and
his body was laid in state, many of
those who saw It declared that it was
the pope, not the cardinal, who was
dead, and that the cardinal, who was
supposed to be a tool in tbe hands of
the Jesuits, had been hurried to the
Vatican and made to Impersonate the
pope, as the times were not favorable
for a papal election, tbe Jesuits not
feeling sure of their Influence being
strong enough to secure the election
of their nominee. The cause of this
singular rumor was doubtless due to

regular fall season when it will take
to the road, Lawrence D'Orsay and
aa
Elizabeth , Tyree will continue

stars.:
College Celebrates.
MONTROSE, Ark. Aug. 6. Tbe
Montrose Male and Female Industrial
and Agricultural School celebrated its
first anniversary today with Interesting exercises.

r

-o

,"

A BRUTE LYNCHED.
Well-to-D- o

Farmer Brute Hanged by

Angry Crowd.
ASOTIN. Wash., Aug. 6. Despite
tbe efforts of tho little victim's father
Sheriff Richards, of Asotin county,
who had sworn in twenty-fivdeputies
to guard Win. Hamilton, a
outrager and
farmer,
brutal murderer of Mabel Richards,
was forcibly taken from Asotin county
Jail shortly after midnight and lynch-eby a mob of over 1,000 men which
had been congregating all day from
all parts of Asotin county. He was
hanged from a telephone pole and sot
mutilated, though many favored torturing the brute before taking his
life.
,
,
e

well-to-d-

d

d

.

Took Poison for Cough Syrup.
BUENA VI8TA, Col., Aug. 5 H. &
death accentuating the extraordinary
resemblance the two brothers bore to Tomklns, who accidentally took careach other a&4 tat general distrust of bolic aet4 yesterday fm place of eo0
the religious orders, notably the Je- syrup, Is out of danger.
suits,' that exists even among many
Roman Catholic ecclesiastics. ,
Findings of Jury Hsnna Mine.
. '
O ""'
"
HANNA, Wis., Aug. B. The find,
PIU8 X RECEIVES VISITORS
lngs of the coroner' Jury decided
that the explosion which occurred
Americans the First Pilgrims to Bs some months ago, causing the loss of
Greeted by the New Pope.
over two hundred lives, was caused by
the igniting of gas in some manner
ROME. Aug. 5. Pope Pius X today unknown. No responsibility was placreceived the members of the Ameri- ed anywhere.
.
can pilgrimage to Rome led by John
s,
J. McGrave, a lawyer of New York,
Explosion of
This constitutes an event of considerDECATUR, Ind., Aug. 5. The Emable significance, the American pil pire Glycerlue works near Bluffton
blown up. Particulars not
grimage being thus tbe first to be ad have
mitted to tho presence of the new known, but it Is believed that several
pontiff.
people are killed.
-

ROME, Aug. B. The third and last
obedience of the sacred college was
consummated this morning with the
same ceremonial as before. The pope
The
being In full pontifical robes.
cardinals filed before him and kissed
his hand and foot, all smiling and apsatisfied.
They
parently perfectly
themselves received in turn a hearty
embrace from Plus X.
o

Youna People's Alliance.
WATERLOO,
la., Aug. B. The
of the Young
convention
quadrennial
People's Alliance of the Evangelical
Church opened today at Cedar River
delepark with a large attendance of
well
as
state
from
every
nearly
gates
as from Canada, Germany, Switzerland and Japan. Although one of the
youngest of young people's societies,
the Alliance has several thousand
branches and nearly 200,000 members.
Tbe convention which will be In session- four days, Is presided over by
Rev 8. P. Spreng of ClevelanJ, Ohio.
.,,

e

LA CROSSE, Wis., Aug. 6. During
a fierce wind and rainstorm early today the steamer Lyon was torn from
its moorings and swept through the
closed draw of a wagon bridge. The
upper works of the Lion were swept
The grain in this vicinity
off clean.
was laid low by the wind and ether
damage done.

e
BLUFFTON, Ind., Aug. B.Tbe
comAmerican
pany's magazine near here exploded
this afternoon. The entire plant .was
destroyed anr three employes blown
to pieces. It 13 also believed that a
visitor who bad Just entered the plant
was killed. Pieces of the machinery,
were blown BOO feet It is supposed
the explosion was caused by the driver dropping a can.
Em-plr-

nltro-glycerln-e

Held, the Mall.
KANSAS CITY, Aug. B. Postmaster Harris today held up the mall of
tbe Monarch Investment company, an
Oklahoma townstte company, on the
charge of fraud, Issued by the postmaster general, on tbe ground that
It was doing a lottery business. The
company sold $90,000 worth of lots
at Apalachia, Oklahoma, and disposed
of them at a drawing held July 22nd,
and had advertised another drawing
at Warwick, Oklahoma, for August 19.
There was no fraud, but the govern

ment objects to the lottery feature.
o

Msjor Rowland Sick.
LEAVENWORTH
Kaas., Aug.
Tbe condition of Major J. O. Rowland,
Soldiers'
governor of the National
homo, is critical, and it Is believed
that he can live but a few hours.
O

i'

Judge L. D. Mores of Eltxabetbtown
O
passed through tbe city yesterday afThe "Earl's " 200th Anniversary.
ternoon on his way to Santa Fe. He
NEW YORK, Aug. 6. The "Earl of will pay a visit to tbe Meadow City
Pawtucket," the delightful comedy on his return trip.
from the pen of August Thomas and
"
0
which undoubtedly has been the most
Prof. Edgar L. Hewitt has been endecided hit of the theatrical season, gaged to conduct the teachers' insticelebrated Its 200th anniversary at tute of Chaves county, which opens at
tbe Manhattan Theatre today. The Roswell next week.
The Chaves
piece will be kept running at the county superintendent eouldnt have
same bouse until the opening of tbe chosen a better man.
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Chrry Cider,
Ox?&z Cidsr,

Peh Cidtr,
Crept Phosphate,
Grape Juice,

lpberry

Syrup,

Raspberry Lemonade,
AT

GRAAF & HAYWARD
GROCERS.
BUTCHERS M4BAKCRJ.

ALBRIGHT WINS.
J.

M. SANDOVAL FAILS TO OUST

PRESENT ASSESSOR OF BER
NALILLO COUNTY.
Abl

Opinion Given by Judge B. S.
BakerAppeal to Supreme Court

.

Judge B. 8. Baker at Albuquerque
yesterday, banded down bla decision
In the quo warranto cat brought by
the solicitor-generof the territory
upon the relation of Jesus M. Sando
val, agalnat George F. Albright, the
present incumbent of the office of as- aeaeor of Bernalillo county.
The Information aet op the election
of Jesus M. Sandoval to the office of
assessor of Bernalillo county at the
general election held In November of
teat year.
.
The answer of Albright set up Uiat
lie held the office by virtue of an ap
pointment of the board of county com
njlssloners, acting under section 3 of
the act of the last legislature, ap
proved March 12, being an amend
sent to the act creating Sandoval
county.
The principal questions involved
were:
First Had the legislature power to

summarily remove Mr, Sandoval from
the office of assessor of Bernalillo
county.
Second Had the legislature power
to authorise the county commissioners of Bernalillo county to fill such va
cancy.
Thrd Does the
in
Bernalillo county make Sandoval lnel
igible to hold said office, or In other
words, Is he eligible to be
Judge Baker cites many esses cov
ering tbe three points Involved, and

lays:

"I am of the opinion that the leg
islature has the power to terminate
the tenure of any officer holding an
office created by
the legislature;
therefore the legislature had the pow
er to remove or legislate Mr. Sandoval
out of the office of assessor Of Berna- lllra county, and In so doing they did
not act derogatorlly to, nor was their
legislation in conflict with the four
teenth amendment of the constitution
of the United States, as contended for
by the learned counsel for the solid
tor general.
Had
As to the second proposition:
the legislature power to All the vacancy caused by the removal of Mr.
Sandoval? The court says:
"This question was decided by me
In the case of the Territory ex rel.
Curran et el, vs Outlerres, ct al., be
ing the rases involving the right of
the present county commissioners, T.
C. Outlerres and Severo Sanches.
The court In bis opinion holds that
the filling of the vacancy Is not special legislation prohibited by the terms
of the act of congress commonly call
ed the 'Springer Act.' which provides
that where a general law can be made
applicable, no special law shall be
c
enacted.
"I am, therefore, of the opinion that
the act of the legislature, vis., sec
tion 3 of chapter 27, and section 1 of
chapter 49, is legal and that the legislature acted within Its scope and

OF LE8AKON.
,TKJ
mt Taeea allatMta TSssa
air a, WmHaw

Beaaala.
There are only about 400 cedars of
Lebanon now remaining high up on the

rocky slopes. Msdrian sculptured bis
Imperial anathema against all who
should cut these sacred trees; the llaro-nlt- a
peasants almost worship tbem and
call tbem tba "cedars of the Lord," and
recent governor of tbe Lebanon has
surrounded them by a great wail so
that the young shoots may not be iu
jured by roving animals. Yet, century
by century, their number grows leas.
But If the cedars are few lu number
these few are of royal blood. They
are not tbe Inrgoet of trees, though
some of the trucks measure over forty
feet around. Tbelr beauty liss In the
wide spreading limbs, which often cov
er a circle 200 or 800 feet in circumference. Some are tall aud symmetrical.
With beautiful horizontal branches;
others are gnarled and knotted, with
Inviting aeata la tbe great forks and
charming beds on the thick foliage of
tbe swinging boughs.
Tbe wood has a sweet odor, is very
bard and seldom decays. Tbe vitality
of the cedsr Is remarkable. A dead
tree Is never seen, except where lightning or the ax bas been at work. Of
ten a great bough of one tree baa
grown Into a neighbor, end tbe two
are so bound together that It la Impossible to asy which is the parent trunk.
Ferbsps the unusual strength and vi
tality of the oedsrs are due to tbelr
alow growth.
When a little sprout
hardly waist high la said to be tan or
fifteen or twenty years old one cannot
help aaklng, What must be tbe age of
the great patriarcba of the grove t It
la hard to tell exactly. By the aid of
a microscope I have eonnted more than
700 rings on a bough only thirty Inebee
In diameter. Those who have studied
the matter more deeply think tbat aomo
of theae trees must be more then a
thousand ysara old. Indeed, tbsre Is
nothing wildly Improbable in the
thought tbst perhaps the Guardian, for
instance, may have been a young tree
when II Ira m began cutting for tbe temClaaton Leary
ple at Jerusalem.-Lew- la
In Scrlbner's.
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E. G. MURPHEY,

.

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

TRffilfTED

Druggist

.MEREST PAID 05 TIME DEPOSITS

and
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DOMESTIOKD

the river, behind tbe church, I become
ruinous,
SCHMIDT,
Baorlat ot tbe Cathedral.
The reply of tbe king waa not tbat of
"gracious majesty." Its stiff formal
ity in Imitating the style of the sacrists o probably was not tsken by the receiver as compllinsntary to him:
I acquaint you, Herr Bacrlet Bchmtilt,
first, that thoee who want to ln may
Herons. I aauualnt Herr
buy bocHi.
Starlet Schmidt that thoee who want to
be warm tnuet buy wood. Thin), I
Herr Bacrlet Schmidt that t ahall
not truet any longer to the balustrade
heat the river. And 1 acquaint Herr
aerial Schmidt, fourth, that I will not
have any more correepomlmce with him.

Bookseller.

FORElGKpXCm'GE

Crockett Block

or bidders, to avoid tbe opening of
same by mistake.
By order of the Board of New
Mexico Penitentiary Commissioners.
H. O. BURSUM,

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware

Chaffin & Duncan,

Superintendent
Samples may be sent separately,
duly marked and numbered, to the

Wall

Sixih Street, Between Grand sad R, R. Avenues

a'
Jap-a-La-

o,
Omm

ClataHia Roofing, Tar, Fait,

Bo With Them.

(New oYrk World.)
The shattered and lately discordant
populist factions have amalgamated,
burying all "past differences" and re
solving to go it alone, "experience
having demonstrated the futility of
any attempt to secure tbe enactment
of our truth through the republican
or the democratic party."
This Is good news for those democrats who really hope for the rehabilitation and restoration of their party.
Tbe populist alliance was the worst
thing that ever happened to it. If the
men who are long of hair and short
of sense will resolutely adhere to their
determination to stand apart, turning
a forbidding countenance even to the
eeJuctlve woolngs of William J. Bryan
In his role as a democrat, they will
do the country a real service.
In 1892 James B. Weaver polled
above 1,000,000 votes for president.
In 1896 the populists gave to Mr. Bryan probably nearly as many. In 1900
a large number of these voters returned to tbe Republican party, and the
"Mlddleof-the-Road- "
populist (anti-dat- e
for president, Wharton Barker,
received less than were given to the
prohibitionist candidate , and - 37,000
less than, were cast for Deba, social-l- it
condemocrat. In the Fifty-fiftgress were five populist senators and
twenty-fivIn the
representatives.
next congress there will be none in
either house.
It is really time for the remnants
to "flock all alone." Joy be with
them!

Storwbi-Wllllam-

Varnishes, Enamels,

Pmtot,

Superintendent.
Joy

Paper,

CuUJZtg
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HEADQUARTERS....

Papers,

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
COAL AUD WOOD.
PHONE

Las Vegas

CO., Proee,

--

Caisiae and Service
best to be had
j
Bole Arentg for &reen Rlver.Old Crow,
Edge wood and Sherwood Kye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.
Mumm'i Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue sad Center Street

Mntoal Life Insnraoce Company.

.....OF......

WM.BAAMOH.
-- iMmtlmmmiAvm.

J Him 77

PORTlAND,ME.
(Incorporated
1848.)

T&te

LasVejasTelepttCo.

LINCOLN AVENUE.
Electric Door Bella, Annunciator,
and Private Telea Hurglar atAlarms,
Reasonable Bates.
phones
EXCHANGE

I

The only insurance company operating under a state law ol
providing for extended Insurance In case of lapse alter three years. Has
given better results In settlement with living policy holders for premium
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.

RATES

G. H. ADAMS, Manager,

SM wr Annum
UMLDKNca: BlS oei Annum

Orrire:
tjkw

vEoa.

New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

n. m

h

e

The parasite Agamomerlmls Cul- lcis Is guaranteed to render mosqultos
"horo de combat;' but what is desired is a bacillus that will make them
too hoarse to sing.
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ULTRA"
SHOE for Women
PRICE:$3.50 for Shoes.
""r3 $3.00 for Oxfords.

No Better Shoe Made,
Few So Goo- dFully as Good as Any
Five Dollar Shoe.

The cigar that
beats them all at

5C

(PGDDD

to-wt-t,
e

!.

N. M.

EfD. RAYNOLDS, Cashier

U

FsNE FRUIT FRESH EVERY DAY

BANK,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. E SMITH, VicoPresident

60-7-

gton

WORK

TWICE A WEEK

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- -

Penitentiary Bids.
SANTA FE, N. M., July 20, 1903.
Sealed proposals will be received
by the board of New Mexico Peni
tentiary Commissioners at the Of
fice of the Superintendent, until 10
o'clock a. m., on Monday, August
3rd, 1903, for furnishing and delivering at the New Mexico Penitentiary
tbe supplies hereinafter mentioned,
or so much thereof as the board may
deem sufficient Payment for said
SUDnliea will he made In eaah.
no.
livery of all supplies except perish-- 1
able articles must be aa directed by
the Superintendent.
of all
Samples will be required
articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be
labeled,
showing
name of bidder, price, etc., and must
be delivered to the
Superintendent
not later than 9 o'clock on said day,
All blda must be made strictly In
accordance with the conditions
on
APHORISMS.
blank proposals, which will be fur
Habit la the deepest law of human nished by the Superintendent on ap
nature. Csrlyle.
plication; no bid otherwise made
Good nature Is stronger than toma will be entertained.
hawk. Emerson.
A bond will be
from all
Talebearers are Just as bad aa tale- - successful bidder required
for thd faithful
makers. Sheridan.
fulfillment of contracts within ten
Almost always the most Indigent are
days after date of award.
the most generous.-Stanls)a- ua.
66,000 pounds
fresh beef, prime
Those who complain moat are moat
to be complained of. M. Henry.
quality, necks and shanks excluded.
20,000 pound flour.
True gentleness Is native feeling
heightened and Improved by principle.
2,000 pound beans.
-- Blair.
600 pound oat flakes.
He that thinks he can afford to be
600 pound evaporated
peaches.
negligent Is not far from being poor.
600 pound evaporated apples.
Johnson.
500 pound prunea
reralstent people begin their success
500 pound hominy.
where othsrs end In failure. Edward
200 pound raialns.
Vggleaton.
20 sacks granulated sugar.
Ho who commits injustice la ever
made more wretched than be who suf5 sacks rice,
fers It riato.
10 cases routed coffee.
A f rlsnd that yon have to buy won't
10 cases laundry soap.
be worth what you pay for him, no
1 case salmon.
matter what that may be. Prentice.
1 barrel sal soda.
The Board of New Mexico PenitenFeraeal CorreeBoaSeaee.
reserves the
A matter of fact sacristan of the Ca tiary Commissioners
thedral of Berlin once wrote the king right to reject any and all bids.
of Prussia thia brief note:
In submitting bids for above supBlreI acquaint your majesty, flrat.
should write plainly on
that there are wanting book of pealaie plies, bidders
for
"Bids
ror tne royai ramiiv. i acquaint your envelope the following:
majesty, second, that there wanta wood supplies for New Mexico penitentito warm tba royal eeata. I acquaint your
majmly, third, that the balustrade neit ary," with name or names of bidder

wef-Washln-

FRING CHICKENS

THE- FIRST NATIONAL

t

Afcteat Mlaaea Lord Derby.
Lord Derby could bo very absent
anluded, and once on a time he walked
with Lord Clarendon, bis opponent,
and told him all tbe secrets of tbe cabinet Lord Clarendon listened auiascd,
but thought it too large an order wben
be waa asked for his advice. It was not
for him to counsel bis political foes. At
lord Derby woke np,
tbla Intimation
-eaylng, Really, I thought all the time
waa talking to a colleague!" He bad
continued, banlly recognising the fact.
controversy be bad been having with
other ministers at the foreign office. Of
The other question raised by the course Lord Clarendon honorably prewhether or not San- served the cabinet secrets, but he told
demurrer,
doval's
of the present his story against Lord Derby and made
lougu.
territory of the ponnty of Bernalillo
to be
inakea him
His Mlatahe.
as assessor of Bernalillo county, is Oushlngton- -I Wonder what's the
not neceesery for me to pass upon in matter with Starr, tbe tragedian, lie
this action, for the reasons heretofore never notices me any more.
Crlttick-Dld- n't
I hear yon tell biro
given as to the legality of the stattla style was very much like Booth's?
utes psed by the last legislature."
Oushlngton Yes. Hut surely
Mr. Field gave notice tbat he would
Crtttk-Thst's where you msdo
ask for an order allowing an appeal your mistake. You should have suld
to the supreme court at the next term Booth's style wss llko
Public Ledger.
of court' as be expreeued some doubts
whether an appeal could be allowed
Oalte raet.
at this tJme, the term of court having
First Glrl-T- uoe
stockings are a
been adjourned1 a week or ten days
lovely color. Are they fsstt
ago.
Second Olrl If you bad seen me yes
terday when I met a cow you would
To We in the World "Books that not have asked tbat question. Houston
bare helped me!" chuckled Tommy, Post.
as be piled enough bound volumes of
Eben, "will
the Congressional Record on a chair "Some men, said Uncle
put In weeka prayln' fob rain an' den
to enable him to reach the shelf kick
cos day bsppens to git delr feet
where his mother kept the manna-- t
Btsr.
Chicago Tribune.

IS7.

Our Stock Complete
Widths A to EE.
Sizes 1 to

Ik

LargtMt alllo Bran
of Vicar In taa World.
Jit W It A Smtktr't tfttttim.

TfcO)

Every Pair of "ULTRAS'
Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

IHimtMtMmMMMHtHmMttttMtHH

TRY A PAIR.

T. MICHAELS COLLEGE,
S&.nt&
The 45th Year
.
I

Fe, New Mexico.

Begins. Sept.

I, 1903.

DRO. DOTULPH. President.
MMMmHIMHMIHHimilMMIIMIIHIHMMIIf

E. Iosenwald & Son,

SOUTH
SIDE

The Collegers empowered by law to issue Firht-- t lass Ttnt liprs
Its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by
Hchool Directors
Territory of New Mexico.

OrtllU'ntfs.to

PLAZA.
1

SOLE AGENTS.

LAS VEGAS DAILY
in the territory, Just now is directed
toward the organization of a district
lodge of machnists. During his stay
here he was most hospitably enter
tained.

TRACK AND TRAIN

i

.

Engineer Davis rests for one trip.
Fireman Brown gets a short

vaca-

tion.

a

Fireman Hanson stays at home (or
trip.

Fireman C. Wilson Is on the retired
iist (or one trip only.
e

At the hospital tomorrow morning
an operation (or the removal of gall
tones will be performed on a patient
by the name of Causas.
.

Dame Rumor hath it that Fourth
Wilson nearly drowned
the president of the local machinists'
union in the swimming pool at Hot
Sprngs this morning.

Tonight the ladles' auxiliary to the
brotherhood of locomotve firemen will
entertain their friends and a large
hall.
Dancing
public at Rosenthal
will be the chief diversion.
was dismissed
Graham
from the hospital today. He has been
having a pretty serious siege for three
weeks, but the doctor tells him now
that he will be ready for work again
within a few days.
e
a South African
of
Representatives
railway syndicate have been in VictoFireman

B.

C, inquiring regarding the

pos-

hemlock
sibility of securing
railway ties for South African railroads, of which 900 miles are to be
built at once.
3,000,000

a

W. C, D. Miller, brakeman on the
passenger between Albuquerque and
El Paso, Is in the city to do assessment work on some mineral prospects
he has near Hot Springs. Mr. Millet
Is well known for his success In lowells
and
underground
cating
streams of water.
,

An effort is being made to find what
the San Bernardino shop men have
to drink out there. Some of them
confidently assert that during the
earthquake shock there the other day
the immense brick chimney which
Can be seen for miles around, swayed
so that they could see Into the top
of It.
,
-

Saturday was the day

that

a

Ripley Talks About Decapods.
Decapod No. 988 is proving a great
Some
success on the Cajon grade.
time ago it was reported that the San
ta Fe had decided to either sell the
three machines of this class or send
them to the scrap pile as unfit for
work, and the name of Superintendent
Mudee was quoted as authority for
the statement. An eastern paper took
the matter up and discussed the fol- hle nf railroad presidents, giving the
decapods as an illustration to the
point. In this way the affair was
hroueht to the attention of President
Ripley, who has now permitted him
self to be interviewed so far as to
denv that the decapods have been
found incapable of doing work for
which they were designed.
"Let me say in this connection,"
added the president, "that no better
nroof of the success of this type of
engine can be had than the work our
three decapods are now performing
on the western divisions. No. 98 at
San Bernardino is surpassing our
best expectations. I have been consid
erably bothered by reports emanating
from the west concerning the business
Irresponsible per
of the company.
sons appear to take delight in pubiisn-instories concocted from their own
these
deceived
by
Is
public
readlue public is deceived by tnese
emanations, but railroad men even
the employes immediately recognize

Geo. R.
superin-

Henderson's resignation as
tendent of the motive power of the
It is exSanta Fe became effective.
pected that a new superintendent of
motive power and an assistant will be
Mr. Henderappointed Immediately.
son has returned from the City of
Mexico where he spent several weeks.

....

who until recently
I. Hazard,
was general agent of the Kansas City
Southern at Chicago, has been
division freight agent of the
with
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
Mr.
at
Chicago.
headquarters
has a host of friends here who
will be glad to Jearn vt Ms; advancement. Mr. Hamrd succeeds C. O.
Jennings. Before he went; with the
Kansas City Southern Mr, Hazzard

Daar Sir:
You art th only agent w
will haw. In La Voa during

WHOLESALE J1ERCHANTS

th

SThWAX BLOOD
first little sore appears the whole

KiSiZ

d

Wilson of the
Fourth
of machinassociation
International
ists, left (or the south this afternoon.
Last night the local lodge held a
valargely attended meeting in the
cant room adjoining the Lewis under-takin- g

parlors. Mr. Wilson informed
The Optic that although the machinstrikes on In difists have sixty-ninferent parts of the country, there Isn't
one In the west. The western situation Is eminently satisfactory. Mr.
Wilson settled the trouble at La Junta. He didn't uphold the machinists
In striking, but thinks their action
will do no harm, and that hereafter
the checks may come around more
He places blame on the
promptly.
Fe
agent there, who told the
Santa
men the checks were In the office and
would be given out whenever he got
ready. The unions didn't support the
men In the strike but did good work
In getting them back. Mr. Wilson
ays that during th last twenty-sevemonths, the International association
has handled 289 strikes and lost out
In none. During the same period the
peaceful efforts of the association
have resulted In an Increase In the
payroll on western roads of more than
goes
The
$1,000,000.
from hert to Albuquerque. His work

prasant Maaon.
Yours Truly,
ALFRED PEATS
CO.
Prix Wall Paper.

e

t

Las Vegas ana Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Now On Display
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A SPECIALTY
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POISON IS NO dross
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& Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.
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RESPECTER OF PERSONS

Fall Announcement of

New Dress Fabrics

Sell

WES,

E.

17,

DciuAt:::i

Eierjum

i

1111

HOTEL

CLAIRE

'j

;
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FE.

SANTA

N. M.

rir Proof, Eloctrlo LllhU.
8tem Hoalad. Centrally Located.
Bath and Sanitary Plumbln
Throuahout.
Lavr
for Coin,
Sample
merolat Men,
American or European Plan,

X

GEO. E. ELLIS.
,,
Proprietor an Owner.
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..Model Restaurant.

v

PATTY

If

THE BEST MEALS
in the City

Prompt Table Service

i RaUfomaJA

Mur-phey'- s,

uuimmu funis
and DUILOZnO
Vca

PRINTING

Discolored Hails,

.''

ONE

;

Anthraoit

Coal Charooaland
Wood.

HAY and GRAIN

jnr.zzo o'dye::5,
Of.
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Colo Phone

La Vecaa

55

41
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LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

Letter Heewda
Envelop)
Not

WALL PAPER
A large and elegant line

Fczxry csd Ksohlao Chop.

Haa-d-a

Program
Invitation
Catalog

of the very latest
signs just in

Mill and Mining Machinery bail and repaired. Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Casting made. Agent for Chandler
A Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boiler and Saw Mill, Webster and Union
Gasoline Engine and Holsters, Pumping Jacks.
Beat power for
Pumping and Irrigating purpose. No smoke, no danger, Alaotb
Ideal and Sampson Windmill and Towar. Call and aeana

Blank Book
Book

la other

W

...

fSte

Optio Job Rooms

NIGHT TREATMENT

ishing curative properties mora effectually than In the treatment of the
hands, especially when tortured with
Itching, burning and scaly eczema.
Complete local and constitutional
treatment for every humour of the
skin, scalp and blood, with loss of hair,
may now be had (or one dollar. Bathe
freely with hot water and Cutlcura
Soap, to cleanse the surface of crust
and scales, and soften the thickened
cuticle. Dry, without hard rubbing,
and apply Cutlcura Ointment freely,
to allay Itching, Irritation and Inflammation, and soothe and heal, and,
lastly, take the Cutlcura Resolvent
Pills, to cool and cleanse the blood.
Tliis treatment affords Instant relief,
permit rest and sleep In the severest
forms of eczema and other Itching,
burning and scaly humours, and points
to a speedy, permanent and economical
cure of torturing, disfiguring humours
from Infancy to age, when all other
emedka ana the best physicians fail.

.

SOFT COAL

at....

de-

"

R. P. iHESSER,
Palntep
Paper Hanger.

Oread Ave., opp. Sea Mlgual Nat. Bank

'i

Soak the hands on retiring in a stronf ,
hot, creamy lather of Cutlcura Soap.
Dry and anoint freely with Cutlcura
Ointment, the great skin care and purest
of emollients. Wear, during the night,
old, loose kid gloves, or bandage ligntlv
In old, toft cotton or linen. For red,
chapped hands, drr. fissured,
rough andfeverish
itching,
palms, with brittle,
shapeless nails ana painful finger ends,
this treatment Is simply wonderful, frequently curing In a single application.
In no other way have Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment demonstrated their aston-

FIRST CLASH HBRVICB,

PLAN.

CERRILLOG

1902

R.clpt

nc"Z$ izi

wHtvl
- i

Try our Sunday Dinners.

AMERICAN

We make Special Bates to Single Parties and Families seeking Boom
and Board
m
LAM VEOAB,
NEW MBXICO,

Phono, 100

C O It R E C T
COMMERCIAL

With Brittle, Shapeless,

As 7c!l 2S

f

orrtoEt
una
National
Ooi.
(PHaudHing LI mad QrandAve.;St.

Itching, Burning Palms,
Painful Finger Ends.

was a freight representative of the
Santa Fe road.
Atchison, Topeka

n

(loorporatad.)
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Gorg T.

E.LaVgaa,N.M.
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tainted with the poison, and the
skin is soon covered with a red rash, ulcers break ont in the mouth and
I
throat, swellings appear in the groins, the hair and eyebrows fall out,
and unless the ravages of the disease are checked at this stage, more
violent and dangerous symptoms appear in the form of deep and offensive
sores, copper colored splotches, terrible pains in bones and muscles, and
general breaking down of the system.
S. S. S. is a specific for Contagious Blood Poison and the only remedy
that antidotes this peculiar virus and makes a radical and complete cure of
For the coming1 season have arriv-the disease. Mercury and Potash hold it in check so long as the system is
ed
and are now on inspection and
under their influence, but when the medicine is left off the poison breaks out
again as bad or worse than ever. Besides, the use of these minerals bring
sale at our store, comprising all
on Rheumatism and stomach troubles of the worst kind, and frequently prothe latest weaves from high class
duce bleeding and sponginess of the gums and decay of the teeth. S. S. S.
cures Blood Poison la all stages and even reaches down to hereditary taints
manufacturers and importers of
ana removes ail traces of the poison and
New
,
York and Europe.
saves the victim from the pitiable conseAs the early bird catches the
;
quences of this monster scourge. As long
as a drop of the virus is left m the blood
is
now
time
the
know,
worm,
you
it is liable to break out, and there is danger
'
!
to get first choice of the greatest
aAeT M aeeF a aaaeW m of transmitting the
disease to others.
S. S. S. is guaranteed nurelv vegetable and
!
assortment
in
their absurdity.'
GOODS
DRESS
an be taken without any injurious effects to health, and an experience of
we
in
ever
have
to
stcck
select
early fifty years proves beyond doubt that it cures Contagious Blood Poison
put
Capital Notes.
ompletely and permanently. Write for our "Home Treatment Book,"
from and at a price within the
;
The United States land commission
'hich describes fully the different stages and symptoms of the disease.
reach of all. We add the latest
;
held its regular monthly session at
THE SWIFT SPCCIHO CO., ATIAMTA, 64.
the capital Monday. There were pres
fads in use daily that takes the eye
ent Governor Otero, chairman; solic!
ot
smart dressers at a glance.
The story that women are working
itor General E. L. Bartlett and Sur- regular monthly session yesterday at
secre- the capital. There were present: Gov- in the harvest fields may have been
veyor General M. O. Llewellyn,
The commission ordered the ernor Otero, chairman; Solicitor Gen- started by some one who read that
tary.
selection of a large amount of land eral E. L. Bartlett and Land Commis Annie Cade was again plowing the
& BRO...
The Missouri.
which had been recommended by the sioner A. A. Keen, secretary.
res
for
as
was
business
usual
sites
routine
taken
commission,
up
irrigation
South Dakota might solve Its harervoirs and the. improvement of the and disposed of. It was ordered that
The Leading and only Exclusive Dry
arrangements be made for advertis vest hand dilemma by 'rclng the dt
Rio Grande.
Goods House in Las Vegas
vorce
to
colonists
Committee.
in
work.
Custodian
ing
weekly newspapers published
The Capital
The capital custodian comjiittee near the location of certain lands,
SIXTH STREET
LAS VEGAS
HARVEY'8 MOUNTAIN HOME
was in session Monday at the capital. that tbese lands are for sale and lease.
summer
is
for
resort
ideal
the
rest,
IMMMMMMMMIMMMMMMIMIIMHMMIIIIIIM
There were present: Judge N. B. This, together with the routine busihealth and a good time. Home cookLaughlin, chairman; Solicitor General ness transacted, was all that came beItrlfled Brick Sidewalk,
ing with unlimited apply of Jersey milk
vr-E. L. Bartlett and Land Commissioner fore the board at this meeting.
PLUMBING
Burros
freo
for
and
butter.
riding.
Ineconomical.
handsome,
lasting,
Accounts
A.
A.
Keen, secretary.
ROOFING
The selection of Mr. Shay of Youngs- - Delightful trips In every direction.
Work of all kind In native red
curred during the month of July were
out
SPOUTING
stone. Estimate furnished on
chief
of
mornings
to
goes
the
town,
be
Saturday
Carriage
Ohio,
grand
The
repairs
audited and approved.
brick and stone building. All
the Brotherhood o( Locomotive En returns Friday; $10 for the week, In- Iron work of all descriptions on short
being made on the capitol building
notice and well done. Bella garden
Leave word at
work
guaranteed. W. W. Walwere ordered finished out of the ap- gineers Is the first hint the public was cluding passage.
Bridge Street.
Address tools, hose, Ac.
Ilfeld's.
or
Wooster's
'Pbona 280.
lace,
locomotive
'Vegas
and
that
the
given
Shay
propriation of $4,000 made by the last have
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.
tf
common.
in
are
anything
The
repairs
legislative assembly.
very extensive, amounting to a complete overhauling of the building from
top to bottom. Inside and out. A new
brick floor Is being laid in the cellar,
WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.
and all the iron and wood work is beMEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
ing painted. The work is under the
e
direct supervision of Superintendent

and Freight Miller.
General Passenger
Agent W. B. Robblns of the Santa Fe
The Territorial Land Board.
Central railway has returned from
The territorial land board held its
Denver, where he completed traffic arrangements with the Denver & Rio
Grande. Similar arrangements have
also been made with the El Paso A
Northwestern railway and the Rock
Island system to the Missouri river.
TheSanta Fe Central will be opened
for traffic between Santa Fe and Torrance, on Aug. 15.

Ha-isr-

MliUMMMMMMM

Gross, Kelly & Company

The world
is full of innocent sufferer from that most loatli-rdisease, Contagious Blood Poison. People know in a general way ths-- r is
a bad disease, bnt if all its horrors could be brought before then i
would 6liun it as they do the Leprosy. Not only the person who contra.-.- , h
suffers, but the awful taint is transmitted to children, and the fearful sores
and eruptions, weak eyes, Catarrh, and other evidences of poisoned Wood
show these little innocents are suffering the awful consequences
o" some
body's sin. So highly contagious Is this form of blood poison that one n.av
be contaminated by handling the clothing or other articles
in use hy a
person afflicted with this miserable disease. There is danger even it. irink
lag from the same vessel or eating out of the same tableware, as many t, a, v
"
"vc louna to mew sorrow, i ue virus oi
Contagious Blood Poison is so
to-da- y
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Clearance Sale for August, '03

A Weber

tor lOvsrdo

Lcso Ourizlso ci

Now Goods
1

4-H.l-

P.

Gasoline Engine

aCpzolsl

1

Qn

be

hadt the Right

Figure.

1
Ladies' Man Tailored Skirls
Misses' and Ladies'

Palm

Hats
Good-For-

THE OPTIC

Voteo

Men's and Boys' Items.

41k a pair for a new style Nottingham 4c each for Cambrlo HankerchUfs.
ea
in., 3 yard long Not- 18c each for Boys' Linen Shirtwaist.
tingham Curtains.
lUc for Boys' Kuee Pants.
1 .OO a
pair for 3 yards long Nottingfor Boys' Kneo Pant.
ham Curtains.
$!.0O a pair for n Nottingham 40c for Mother's Friend Shirtwaist,
CZ3
Curtains.
85c and 11.00 values,
1.2rt a pair for Dotted; SwlstCur.
tains.
lfk; for Men's Overalls.
40c for Boys' Night Bhlrt.
Every Item a Special Bargain. $1 .00 for Men's
Bicycle Pants.
Men's
for
70c
Pant.
Mi'
for
Llneo
rwle
Working
Mlaon'
Hklrt.
feearb fur 75c
Stexwb fur
grade White I'lquo Halite,
Men's
2ftc
for
Knit
Summer
7be
Undrwar
Uiu
Duet
mlH
Hklrta.
itejtmcli
lor 11.00 irraile Fare Llm-- skirts.
r;liMlawt'
10c for Men's Jean Summar Drawwtv
lllack Lawn Waieta.
for
r Liullm' Kelum Walklu Skirt.
10 yile Nottliurliam Lace, li In wide. SAc for PalnU'' Overall
!1.4 (or
fur 10 yardt CbMae Ulutn, all color.
UOc for Chef's Pants.
Oraali.
4 rf tor 10 yard
for I yard lwt female sad Orfaedle.
lJtO (or Men's AU Linen 3pteoe8tt!U
tf fur VI yitrd boat Ulaf biuu. eud Lawn

Just received by express 75c aCurtains.
pair tor 54

from New York
;

Fcsov Ocrd C!zr.ltl-- a. txcrth tttJiri

30-In- ch

m

Coat Hangers

Good-For-

Good-For-

Trouser Hanger

m

Favorite Skirt

GO-l-

?-

H-l- n

Hangers

4c

4
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LOVE VS. DUTY.
(From La Vox del Pueblo, August 1st.

Translated.
PUBLISHED BY
In selecting the title of 'Love vs.
for the heading of this article,
Th Us Vegss Publishing Co Duty
we take into account that duty is
STABLI8HC0 1BT9
always of an invariable character,
while Love is such that it has placed
JAMES GRAHAM McNARV, Editor. itself In
many diversified aspects of
L. R. ALLEN, Business Manager,
forms, regardless of reason or justice.
Tbe town of Las Vegas, commonly
Entered at the jmtttijice at Ltu Vega
,
known as "old town," and it citizens.
tectmd-cla- u
matter.
s
especially those comprising the Span

Rates of Subscription.
par rak, by carrier.......
par aaoein, at oerrtar
par mrnut. by anil... ............
tare mooUut by malt,,...,,.,,,
U swathe, by bmU... .........
1111. om year, "7 meu... ,
t
r,
at
OpUc per

gt,

etir

46
4 00
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Heve4aaiers abtmld report to Uw eouaUrur- od
say Irrerulartty or Inattention
la the delivery or l
"Po.
pwtof (I carrtora
The Optic delivered
Mil I 0B bar
of the city by the
to tawlr 4vpuU la
put
Barriers. Order or complaint can M

u

py telepoooe, puauu, ur ia imrwm.

will out, sader any clrcau.-ataace- e,
The
be reuoDlMe for tUe return or fie
aafe fcMlUf of sy rejected maouecri pb So
reescepUou will be madeor to tula rule, wilb will
eneloeure. No
tard ui elUier letter
c
ouocdrn-laooe
uw editor eater Into corresponds
rejected maauacriut.
OMIe
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,
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Possibly President Roosevelt perto
wood
in
order
in
chopping
sitts
offet Colonel Bryan's membership in
the Modern Woodman fraternity.

element, find themselves
today face to face with the difficult
task of choosing between Love and
duty. Love in this case presents to
them the soft caresses which Invites
dishonor, the temptations that lead
to tbe precipice of vice that finally
ends in disgrace. This love Is Inspired
by greed for public office, Tbe thirst
for lucre, whether clean or unclean,
coming from the covetous, awakened
by the allurments and fascinations
which office holds out to them. This
hankering after the public crib is the
very thing that endanger and produces the present antagonist, giving
rise to excuses for tbe purpose of call
ing political parties Into play, with
no other object but to gain control of
the public money, which, under cir
cumstances like the present, are tbe
causes of o much dishonor.
La Vegas finds Itself today in per
haps the most serious crisis known
in Us history. Ajnd. why? Because
for the good or evil of its citizens,
tho circumstance are liresisia,bly
ele
compelling lt
ment to show by facts and deeds
whether or not they still preserve
that high sense of bouur abd duty
which for so many centuries ba abeen
Spanish-America-

The fact that the populists have
not to fuse In 1904 Indicate
that they do not expect the democrat
to head their ticket with a populist
next time.
The friend of Mr, Cleveland would
have tt understood that he 11 one of
those versatile persons who can nurse
baby land coddle a boom without
neglecting either. ,

t

Bryan has one advantage
'TII1L fDavll has
no
over Davl.f
newspaper of his own In which to
keep hinself, before. the public with
fantastic capers.
Coronal

.

There doe

seem to be some sort
rebellion in Santiago
province, where all Cuban insurrection baa first showed Itself. This
ebullition of hostility Jo the government cannot be formidable, however,
and the young republic can be minted
to put down armed opposition to authority in a manner calculated to
its International
prestige.
There 1 no rational basis tor a really
popular uprising la the Island.

of plcsyunlsh

Us

Vegas should send a team to Albuquerque to take part In the baseball
tournament which will form a feature
of the territorial fair. . PrUes aggregating $1,000 will be hung up. As all
the players except three must bo residents of the town they represent, the
expense of getting up a team will not
be great. Las Vega bag some ex
cellent local player and should land
one of "We prise
It will do Las Ve
ga good to.aend a team to the fair.

n

their proudest characteristic.
We sincerely implore tbe division of
Las Vegaa Into two separate entities,
two towns, and two social families, as
it were. la our judgment It would be
infinitely better, more proper and
just, and certainly more advantageous
to the respective inhabitants. anJ
would, morejrver, secure a greater degree of happiness, if there existed
but one town and one government
held together and conducted by one
and the same purpose and spirit.
The efforts of the best citizens to
advance the interests of both towns
would crtalnly be better crowned
with the success they deserve, If the
consolidation and firm union Into one
city would be the solution and outcome of the antagonism, which to our
regret, we must confess exists at present,
Yet we repeat what we said before,
whether for good or evil, the fact
remains of the recent Incorporation of
West Las Vega. The movement has
already been approved by the unanimity of Its Inhabitants. Tbe day hn
been fixed for the election of Its officers, and In a short time the government will exist there under municipal
authority entirely distinct from the
present one.
Such being the situation, La Vo
del Pueblo, In fulfillment of a duty
which It Imposed upon Itself from the
sstart, calls the attention of the good
people which this matter most con
cerns, to the fact that tbe honor and

the dignity of the
people are today placeJ to a severe
Spanish-America-

The choice of La Vegas for the
territorial encampment of the nation
al guard Is none tiro less appreciated
by cltlsen because It la a direct trib
ute to the advantages of the vicinity
of the city for military maneuver
La Vegas will do her best to make
the visit of (he soldier pleasant. The
fact of the presence of the) military
will no doub( have an Important bear
lag on the pnagnifcsde of the Raton
picnic.

n

test.

What then will yon do, as cltlisens
town!
created
of
the
newly
to
allow
Will
yourselves
you
weakness
be
blinded
by the
slready referred to? Will you permit
the greed of the political parties who
hanker only after the emoluments of
office to Inject partisan feeling Into
this Important matter, and make a
farce of your most sacred interests,
thus holding yourself up (and deservedly so) to the ridicule of your enemies T Will you allow it to be said

' Gen. Kumpatkin's
announcement
that there will bo no war between
Russia and Japan in the near future
citiwhat the
oan be readily believed. The subitan that
zens wanted was merely to create
tial basis for it Is that Russia has
new offices for the purpose of com-

ti

Spanish-America-

a

something ilk 200.000 aoldlers within
easy call In eastern Asia, and their
possible foes must come from across
a sea, Japan's wisest policy, probably,
to to seek an agreement with Russia
whereby Manchuria may be permitted
bjcojie' Russian without further
protest, and Cores may be. made a Jap
taese dependency or protectorate. The
two powers are already so situated
that "bey sjust be neighbor, and both
might as well make the best of It.
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There Isn't a county of New Mexico
that cannot make a fine exhibit at
the 81. Louu exposition.
The fair
will, beyond question, be the greateit
in the world's history, a representative New Mexico exhibit will do much
gooJ. And it may be said that New
Mexico has never made an exhibit at
any fair that was at mil commensurate with her Industrie and her resources. 8aa Miguel county will tie
foremost In the effort to make a fine
display.. The New Mexico boarJ of
aaanager la doing excellent work, but
raoerai cooperation I of the utmost
Importance. The 130,000 available
a creditable exhibit, but the sum
is sot large. It should be made to go
is far a possible. : Wltb 130.000 in tbe
txeaearr, New Mexico should be satls-f-i
srfr
lesa than a noo.ooo
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mitting new abuses, and fighting
among themselves on that account?
No, a thousand limes, no; La Vox
del Piieblo sincerely trust that there
are still to Las Vega may patriotic
hearts which In a critical hour, like
the present, will permit no dissension
In' their forces, nor allow those gresdy
lover of office to destroy what little
hope stilt remains.
Let us thn now see whether piracy
or patriotism Is to prevail
.
Based on the thoussnds of dla
ter which have been the consequence
of divisions In the different communities on different occasions by reason
of their dissensions, we venture to predict that no matter how much tact
and skill may be employed In the
government of the two towns now
comprised In Las Vegas, It will turn
out to be neither satisfactory, profita
ble nor convenient to continue separate, divorced by antipathies and antagonism which cannot but harm every one concerned.
Would to God that a long time may
not be necessary In order that both
parties calmly reflect and feel how
very Important It la for them to unite
and forget all bard feelings and prejudices, to the end that both may
safely and happily come together In
behalf of patriotism and genuine

i

A FORMIDABLE WEAPON.
The riot gun in the hands of Sheriff
Whltlock at Danville, 111., was certainly a wonder, and so was its aim
on the particular occasion of the lynchThe rioters
ing riot a week ago.
maimed by the single discharge are
numbered by downs, and there Is no
difficulty whatever in apprehending
the guilty ones. Citizens found with
fingers wrapped up or known to have
been treated for injuries in other parts
of tbe body, have been rendered pre
sumptively guilty, and tbe authorities
seem to be acting on that theory.
Eleven persons are already under arrest, and if a large number are not
severely punished for their murderous
lawlessness In this case, we shall
know that public sentiment In Danville, the borne of the next speaker of
the national house of representatives,
I
on the side of anarchy Instead of
law. Only a few days before the riot
the Illinois Bar association adopted
resolutions deploring lynchings, and
appealing to all officers of tbe law to
"spare no effort to prevent similar
atrocities In the future, and to exhaust all legal measures to secure the
condign punishment of those r"uilty
of inciting or participating in such
lawless
or demoralizing offenses
against good government and the social order." We are now to see wheth-er such an appeal as that Is utterly
useless in the state of Illinois.
1

POPE PIUS X,
To Cardinal Sarto, as Pojfe Pius X.
Iirftual ruler of 300,000,000 of the
hosts of Christendom, the world gives
hearty welcome. Not so well known
to the general public as tbe mental
and physical giant, Rampolla, or as
the powerful Gottl, yet within the
church, Sarto has long been esteemed
as one of the grandest and greatest
He is a scholar of rare attainment,
and a preacher of tbe most notable
And what
eloquence.
tbe
pleases
world better, he is sagacious, conser
vatlve and eminently sensible. Lack
ing nothing In ability or resource, yet
he Is far removed from tbe somewhat
reactionary and radical tendency of
several of the cardinals. Despite Leo's
remarkable prophecy. Sarto was little
thought of as a possible pope. In fact,
the very Qualities which fit him so
for the exalted and Infinadmirably
itely influential position seemed to bar
the way to the pontiffs throne. He
was not a candidate and was backed
by no faction or power. But when
the dead lock continued and the fa
vorite of kaiser and the candidate ot
the French president became Impossible, all turned with gladness to the
man who without powerful friends
had still not an enemy in the church
or out of it. All nations have receiv
ed the selection of Sarto with enthu
siasm. Tho Catholic world
accepts
Pope Plus X. as the answer to Its
prayer for the guidance of the Holy
(jnost, as the gift of God.

PRESS COMMENTS.

Cost Not Considered !

So far as reported there have been
no bricks hidden in the boquets
thrown at King Edward by his Irish
subjects Boston Herald.

Our entire Line of
Must go at a.ny price. We will need
the room for new fa.ll stock.

A reasonably lucid explanation of
Governor Pennypacker of Pennsylvania is his boast that he never reads
the newspapers.
Kansas City Times

President Roosevelt say for publi
cation that he wants no one spared
in the postal Investigation.
Is he saying anything else, not for publica
tion?

Buffalo Courier.

The ascendency of Roosevelt in his
party seems to have brought out what
Disraeli called congratulatory regrets
from the republican
leaders. Mem
-

Commercial-Appeal- .

China Cups and Saucers,

-

-

25 Cents and

China Plates, from

-

-

-

- -

COG

-

Up

25c to 95c

-

The huBh that has been Imposed on
all scandal talk at Washington seems
ostrich-like- ;
but it is to be credited
with at least suppressing references
to 'hot air" by beads of departments.
Pitsburg Dispatch.
There were only nine cases of
drunkenness in the Manilla municipal
courts on the fourth and fifth days of
July. The city is evidently very far

A. F.

'If the Kaiser were to come over to
this country now," says Ambassador
Charlemaage Tower. Just landed in
New York, "he would carry everything
before him." Perhaps tbe republican
would give him the nomination for

QAfLEa

(BtLEACJ-UJ-lP

Owing to the backward spring;, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mr. Cannon

Russia's reply that she will refuse to
receive or consider the Klshineff petition is saved from being a rebuff by
the fact that it was made In answer to
a diplomatic inqujry and sot to the petition itself. But the distinction is
very finely drawn. Pittsburg Dispatch.

t

Douglas Avonuo.

S. F. WATCH INSPECTOR.

S3

yet from being thoroughly American
ized. Providence Journal,

Intimates that the rules
committee he is to appoint is to be
a unanimous Cannon committee and
what he gays is to go. Mr. Reed did
that, and so did Mr. Henderson, and
where are they? Birmingham Ledger.

- -

Jawcisr cad Optician.

Men's $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths cleanup sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s zes
and widths clean-u- p sale price
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths cleanup sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
clean-u- p
sale price
Boys' tl.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price

Mens' Straw Hats.
Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
50c
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.00
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.50
Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price .. .
$2. 00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price
15c

$2.7i
$1.60
$2. 00

73c

rNE

..75c

2f

2ac

lot of Infants $1.00 red and
blue
Sandals, sizes
to 5 clean-usale price - Q JJC

jjnp

p

Boston Globe.
Not Americanized.
(Providence Journal.)
There were only nine cases of
drunkenness in the Manila municipal
courts on the fourth and fifth days of
this month. The city is evidently
very far yet from being thoroughly
Americanized.

Kaiser's Honor.
(Boston Globe.)
''If the kaiser were to come over
to this country now," says Ambassador Charlemagne Tower, just landed
In New York, "he would carry everyIu reference to the article. "Love
thing before him." Perhaps the re
and Duty," translated from the last
publicans would give him tbe nominanumber of La Vox del Pueblo, we do tion
for
not believe that any considerable num
ber of the citizens of the west side who
No Quarter for Lawlessness.
favored separate Incorporation were
(Philadelphia Record )
prompted by
motives. We
This country I not going to subhave always stood for one corporation
mit to mob violence, whether the outand consistently advocated the union
growth of strikes or of race disturbof the towns until convinced that fur- ances.
It Is going to maintain order
ther effort was useless. The Optic and
suppress violence by force. Tbe
Joins La Voz In the hope that tbe
authority of tbe state and the nation
two corporations may come
together will be sustained.' as one In behalf of patriotism and
genuine prosperity.
Hope for Hawaii.
(San Francisco Call.)
Awards for Penitentiary Supplies,
Tbe legislature of Hawaii, running
At tbe session of the board of
pen- riot In the full flush of
youth,. Is supitentiary commissioners
awards for
plying us with scandal after scandal.
penitentiary supplies were made, of Money, of
course, (a the source of the
which the following are the more Imevil, and time and prison bars the
portant Items: Crqas, Kelly
Co., remedy. When the
territory becomes
La Vegas. 500 pounds
hominy, J.50 older we may expect much of
it, as
per hundred pounds; 2,000 pounds
it was caught young.
beans, (4.00 per hundred pounds; 200
pounds sal soda, 92.35 per hundred
Ths Oldest BisHop.
pounds; 800 pounds rolled oats, 13.50
( Hartford Courant. )
per hundred pounds; Leo Hersch,
Since Monday afternoon Bishop
Santa Fe, 200 pounds crown raisins,
Clark of Rhode Island has been the
17.50 per hundred pounds; 600
pounds
evaporated peaches, standard, $6.50 most aged bbthop In all western ChrisJcr hundred pounds; II. B. Cartwrlght tendom if not In all the world. Tbe
ft Hro., Santa Fe, 20,000 pounds Blaft great and good bishop of Rom? wlji
ea flour, 2.oo per hundred pounds'; has now fallen asleep was his only
500 pounda rice, 8.60 per hundred senior In years in the episcopscy, this
pounds; 10 case of Arbuckle's coffee, side of Constantinople.
I10.BU Der raw 10 raaaa niimnnj "I
.
..
!'
oap, 13.33 per case; 20 sacks gran
Why Keens Groans.
)
lated sugar, 18.00 per hundred pounds;
(Chicago
500 pounds prunes, 15.50 per hundred
James R. Keene says he lost "only
the New York
pounds; 1 case salmon. "Olympia," $1,500,000" through
He doesn't care for the
t'i.00; 5oo pounds California evaporat- failure.
ed apples, IS.50 per hundred pounds; money. It's a mere bagatele.
But
Blanrhard Mtat and Supply Co., Albu- he confesses that he is humiliated.
querque, 5.0K fresh beef, prime qual, It makes him ashamed of himself to
Ity. neck aud shanks excluded. $5.50 think It wasn't' squeezed out of the
little fellows. Poor Keene! We can
per hundred pound.
all appreciate hi feelings.
Ragan, the west side photographer.
We are going to leave the city in the
Th Cycle of Human Aspiration.
near future for Waterloo, Iowa, where
(Saline County (Kans.) Index.)
we have already purchased
a fine
Every farmer boy wants to be a
studio. As long a we remain here school teacher, every school teacher
we will give the people the benefit of hope to be an editor, every editor
very low prices and no better work would like to be a banker, every bank
made lb the city.
8 43.
er would like to be a trust magnate.
and every trust magnate hopes some
Mike Mandell,
the Albuquorqus day to own a farm and have chickens
merchant, passed through tbe city on and cows and pigs and horses to look
hm way to New York to buy good.
after. We end where we be?in.
t.
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Dr. D. M. Wtlli&ms.
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Go to Mrs. Laura Poole Wright for
all the new outing hats; Just received,
a full line. Successor to Mrs.

Plttlnger has Just received a fine
assortment of picture trams mouldings and mats; also tbs latest patterns
ted crtorlaci tr. wal! nsw. IH

Money Under Lock snd Key
At this bank is not only absolutely
safe, but convenient as well.
It can be drawn at any time or used
for payment of accounts In this or
any other lown. Deposit, your surplus funds In this bank, where they
will bear Interest, and the
temptation
will not be so great to spend that
which you may need by and
by.
"

V DENTIST V

'

nciiRmN.OKLi,aU::
WHEAT, ITC.
Ills-hea-t
cash price
pfcl for MIMItwr Wheat
Oolnrado Swd Wbvat for Hale In 8aeon
LAS VEGAS. N. M.

DRUGGIST

'

mt tt,::

Wholesale sod Retail Dealer In

O. G. SCIIAEFER
,

'

J.R.SMITH, Pres.
:

-

Meaaaaratnpa
Merer SWT)

MllllliM
'Phone

Js-

IsayleWaar.
Mastssasrssa
Hips at Beck.

,
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!

SIZES

0

For Ssvto by

MMIMII

ALL

LIGHT.
COOL,

yom wmmt yom

wYsff af

TANKS

TCUCO.

It you'll
wmt yarn wKtmot mmmd to
go mmywkmrm mlrnm to
mmytklmg

DIP

CADDLEnr

B-

Id

Meal

Quick

-

Aug.

o.

- MASONIC TEMPLE,

GEIKIIHG

J.

GROCER.

k

and borders.

CJgqre Lumber

now

smaaaajsaasss)

Record-Herald.-

Exquisite
not to be seenpatterns
elsewhere.
Very laroe and oholoe variety;
oomnlete sets for walls,

1

CAR. LOAD
I
I
I

Art VallPaperS

High

Yum!

-

Stsam ansl
Hot Water
Hsatlnfl.

Rtpilritg Pranptly Dtie.
SHOP

Corner Seventh and Douglas Ave.

&

Savings Bank,

LAS VEOAS. N, M.

srrsaaosr Ravsomm, President,
Hshma D. MrSRS.
Haixst Rarnoi.M. Caahler.
Vlce-Pr-

e.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.
Cut Flowers....
and Monuments.
Tints

nh-re-

i

Miss Cora Martin of Mora is staying
house.
Miss Kate Ground left this afternoon for Elizabethtown.
Special Officer Ben Williams went
to Albuquerque last night.
Traveling Engineer J. A. Boss came
up from the south this afternoon.
Cha8. A. Gregor, late of the headquarters, is now at Truder's Annex.
New Optic: John Hence, Pueblo,
Colo.; M. M. Fitzgerald,
Chicago;
Cbas. Lund, Boston, MasB.
D. T. White, the El Paso commission merchant, is here with his weather eye peeled for business. "
C. A. Follows, of Topeka, the Santa Fe contractor, who built the fine
house at Trinidad, is in the city.
Governor and Mrs. Otero, Secretary
and Mrs. Reynolds will return to San--t
Fe on the late train this afternoon.
Richard P. Innes, of the forestry
bureau, is in the city from the national capital. He comes on business
in the territory.
Forrest E. Barnes, who has been
the efficient clerk for Roadmaster D.
Elliott, left this afternoon for Arizona, whither he has been transferred.
. B. M. Donaldson, formerly in the
office here
employ of the Wells-FargIs in the city on business for a Dallas
on the
house which he represents
road.
G. M. Bivens, Birmingham, Ala.;
B. M. Donaldson, Dallas, Tex.; P. G.
Powell, Lucerne, W. Va.; J. K. Powell, Lucerne, W. Va., are at La
,

.

o

Among the passengers who took
passage for Harvey's ideal mountain
resort this morning were Mrs. L.
Cochran, the Misses Swlnford and M
L. Baldwin.
Mrs. A. J. Browne, mother of M. W.,
E. L. and C. W. Browne, arrived this
She
afternoon from Kansas City.
was accompanied by her daughter,
Miss Helen.
A. R. Quinley and A. A. Maloney,
well equipped with alluring flies, have
gone up the canyon for the purpose
of practicing their wiles upon the finny
denizens of the streams.
of the
H. D. Myers,
Plaza Trust and Savings bank, and
family left this afternoon for Denver,
whence they will go to their old home
in Canton, Ohio, for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Black arrived
this afternoon from Topeka to spend
several weeks in the city and vicin
daughter, of Mrs.
ity. Mrs. Black
M. Rhodes and a sister to Dan and
W. H. Rhodes.
The small children of Orestl Bachechi and G. Gloml, Albuquerque
business men, passed through the city
yesterday.
They are going alone, all
the way to Italy, where they will be
T
'red in school.
Yesterday three teams were sent
by Chaffln & Duncan to Rio La Casa
A. S. Moye and family, W. M. Bell
and family, who have been camping
out there, will pack their outfit and
return today.
Mrs. Herbert D. Romero, formerly
of Las Vegas, has made arrangements
with Miss Lou Lee of Albuquerque
by means of which she will succeed
the latter as conductor of the select
private school in the Duke City.
B. M. Donaldson, who was in the

ift

-

J

city during the years 1898 and 1899,
Ex
connected with the Wells-Fargtotown
"has
been'ln
press company,
day. He represents a San Antonio,
Tex., saddle and harness company.
Guests at the El Dorado are M. S.
'
Stephens, Kansas City; H. L. Nix,
Texas; Eph. Merldith, Denver; W. C.
Pueblo,
Miller, Bl Paso; P.
Colo.; M. I,. Stephenson and wife,
Kansas City;" John C5 Thompson and
,
wife,
A. R. Newcoinb, ChiCastaneda:
cago; Richard P. Innes,' Washington,
P.
Bl Paj;-J- .
D. C; D. T. Whl!
Fellows,
Goodlander, El Paso
Topeka; L. A. Bland, ;Cahsas City;
J. W. Purefry, J?; Thompson, Denver;
Byron. Willis, Cleveland; acobGross
and wife, St. Louis.
p. F. McCanna, secretary of the territorial fair, was reported on passenger train No. . which passed through
the city this morning. He goes to
visit his old home' in Oswego, N. Y.,
where his wife and children are now
staying. He was accompanied by Attorney C. E. Burg, who will visit his
parents in Washington.
Mrs. Geo. H. Hutchinson of the New
Optic has received the unwelcome
news of the death of her nephew,
Dallas Hill, at El Reno, Oklahoma.
The lad will be well remembered
here, as he paid several visits to his
Las Vegas relatives. He had been afflicted with rheumatism for several
Mrs. Hutchinson' thought' of
years.
going to El Reno to attend the funeral,
but found that the connections would
not assure her of getting there In

Plttbufg,.,Par.,tJ

Cf.

.

''"
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Jas. Reavis, Who Won Fame by His
Claim of the Peralta Land
Grant ,the Originator.

at the Rawlins

"

juats ("Peralla") Reavis, well
known in Sam a Fe and famous in
connection with tue lost Spanish Uud
grant of 50,000,000 acres in Arizona
and New Mexico, is in Denver with a
new plan for making a fortune.
The idea which is to make Reavis a
millionaire' in his old age is the con
trol and distribution of the underflow
water on the Gila and Salt rivers in
Arizona. It is a relic of the old land
grant. When Reavis was Investigating
the grant in 1855, he stood at the Gila
buttes and with prophetic eye saw a
quarter of a century ahead, when that
whole country should be populous and
productive by means of the distribution of the water for irrigation purposes. So he agitated things with
reference to the land grant, but he
also took the precautions to file on
the water rights for the two rivers.
He let the grant go, because it was
too much trouble to establish his
claim, but he held to the water right
and believed all the time that the
day would come when the water right
would be the more valuable of the
two. Now the time is at hand.
Reavis has deeded his rights to most
of the surface water to the govern
ment to encourage the building of res
ervoirs, but he has held the under
flow rights.
Under every river there
is an underflow through the aand that
is remarkable. Reavis will build dams
across and under the river and make
this underflow rise for irrigation pur
poses. At two points It Is 1,000 cubic
feet per second, and will irrigate
750,000 acres of land.
The original
water right will be sold at $10 an
acre, which will bring In $7,500,000,
Then the annual water rent will be
$1 an acre, which will make an an
nual income of $750,000. There are
two of these places so that there will
be a total Income of $1,500,000. This
is not reckoning on the $15,000,000 for
the original water rights, for that wUl
be held up in building the two dams.
Reavis is 60 years old. His hair Is
as white as snow. His eyes flash with
the hope of his new plan, which shall
make him worth $8,000,000, and then
he will retire to devote himself to
rearing his twin boys.
THE G. A. R. PILGRIMAGE.
Large Number of Pennsylvania Veter
ans to Arrive This Afternoon to
Spend Several Hour.
At 5 o'clock this afternoon a spe
cial train running as the second sec
tion of No. 1 is expected from the
north.. It is laden with 260 Pennsyl
vania veterans, most of them from
Pittsburg. The old soldiers are, of
course, on their way to attend the
G. A. R. national encampment in San
Francisco.
They will remain In the
city until late this evening, taking
supper either at the Montezuma or
the Castaneda.
The local G. A. R. men have made
preparations to receive the visitors
and will escort them to the sorlnes
It was expected that the train would
arrive at 12:30 this afternoon, but II
was delayed. The veterans will, how
ever, have time to get a daylight
glimpse of the city and of the Hot
.
Springs
G. A. R. men and their families are
seen on every train from the north
The old soldiers are readily distin
guishable. Scarcely one but bears the
stamp of the soldier. AH are gray
haired, but It Is not that. Nearly all
are erect In their bearing, despite the
weight of years, many have beards

DOTffiL
i 80D DHIOF:LLAS
VEGAS.
Capital PaUIn, $100,000X0

DON'T MAKE

BUSINESS

J

H. OCXE, PrmaUaml
mm

mm

FINK BIJfiGY
AND SUKKEY

i

IIAniirOO

llllll

I COO

COOLEY'S

Bridge Street.

Livery and Vehicles.

Guaranteed not
sheave1!'
Ten years experience. Refer to The
Optio and J. H. Fox. Address or call
on M. E. Everett, 408 Wastlugton Ave.

CEMENT

LAS CRUCES

jANTE LOUPE

32;

BUILDING

Equalled in Flavor by None
KECEIVED DAILY:1IY

It

nrices tor household goods. Monte
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No, 271. 143-t- f

The glories of the faded years
The Las Vegas Light ft Fuel Co.,
I rather, backward glancing, monn
are now preoired to lurntsh Willow
The deeds i.l done, the wrongs, the Creek coal at M.50 per ton cer.verea,
127 tr
or 13.90 by the car
tears
Of the age outworn.

THE

INE

F

CARRIAGES--VE-

J. IHL Stearns, Grocer.

N

Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work.
Call and Bee New Styles.
Bridge Street.

z

itnitmmmi

Browne & Manzanares Co I

The Photo Tent Moved

Toilet Bazar.

to Bridge street near E. Romero Hose
House. Come and see me for photos,
views, buttons; developing and finish'
J. B. MARTINEZ.
lng for amateurs.

scepters
MISS JOSEPHINE

LOPEZ,

Hair Dressing-Htiainpootnf

can
These I lament.

030,000,00

.n

Pricea Much Reduced on Hats.
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats,
all sharply cut In price to sell out for
Lang
on Douglas avenue, next door to
Renowned In letters, famed in art, the season. Ladies furnishings also Shop
s gallery. 1'rompt aud care
ruriong
at
lower
prices.
fill At.tAtitifin irivAii
The age recedes; of many a thing
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St
to all work. Esti- - M D QIIMH
Won for man's good from Nature's
OUIlU
mates furnished.
heart
Perry Onion pays cash and good

Vati-

'

TOR SALE AT

Another Poem by Leo XIII.
Translated into English by Andrew

the

rainer

EPICURES

Lewis Shoe & Clothing Co.

Fierce guile that threats

it

II. ty. HOLY, VhPrmsZZxt

of fastidious
tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject ot Imported salad oils; he Is an expert on
the subject, at Herman's, fancy gro
cer's, Bridge street.

"The Old Reliable."

license,

-

call- WHY not have a new,
JressT
well
as
a
as
card
stylish
ling
Order a shaded old English card at
The Optic.

I havje secured from two of the biggest
tailoring houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
before August 1st, and I am giving all of this
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

rent,

nwMunf

a

lm

NOTICE.

Red wars that reeked with the blood
of man,

CaaZbr

gXrSAVE yoaw marnlagm
daponHlnithmm In THE LAS VEQAS 3AVGC3 CAZX.
rhmm thav will bflna vom mnby
inoomwm "ivmry moumr mavma is r wo sw;vi mmmmum"
tMmm
$1 httmnmmt paid om mil dapomlt ot I awtf orw.
Modapamlh raomlvmdof

MATCH PRICES

Who will may sing.

JAJTJARY, Ammt.

TEZS CZP0SIT3,

PAID UP CAPITAL,

with any house in my line
on anything they offer.

t

Cn

47.

TUG LAS VEGAG SAVMGQ DANK

People know where they get

I

F.

UiTETZzST PAS3

Htnicplnff

Dyeing. Bleaching
Scalp Truitttueut

Metnlcvirlng,

Modern Methods,
All Tools Sterilized
410 Grand Avtneci

Pirlon
Woe; for a time of godless laws!
What Faith, what loyalty abides?
Torn from the shrine, the ancient
cause
To run glides.
Listen! how science wildly raves
Around the altars overthrown.
Brute Nature, with the worlJ
elaves,
Is God alone!

(ft

Face Massage.

Where Is thy glory, Btainless free,
City of Cities, queenly Rome?
Ages and Nations kneeled to thee,
The Pontiff's home.

)
1

Watermelon!'

ARBAQE CAN8 are required
by law. We will make to ord
er any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNOT,
'Vegas 'Phone 109.

onooEno . . .
I

DEALERS

Watermelons!!
for

1

:

.

'

Harrow. CuKivaton,
McCormkk'i Mowtn and Reaper
Cray's Thrtshinj Machine.
Hay, iUkts, Bala Wajom,
Grain and Wool Bap. Bailing Tks, Pence Win. Etc
Ranch Supptkt, Navajo BlankcU
Hay. Grain and Peed.

STAR

Meat Market

& 0L00D

L V. Phen 230. Souihwut Cer. Hsu.
Both Kansas City and
Meata.

Both Phone,

native

507 SIXTH STREET.
SAMPLE

MmiMIMIIIIIIlim

ON ALL

Lece

-

Curtains

-

v

Lace Door Pands
tyope Portieres

llf

g.2

IN .

PELTS

Plows,

Watermelons!!!!
RYAN

AND

HIDES

WOOL,

EW VEGETABLES. Home grown
fresh from the garden. Leave or
ders at Sisters' Convent for Bar
ney McNally.

All Kindt o( Native Produce,

,

'

i?

Surplus, 9C0,CC0,C0

O. T, HOSXSZS, Oaahlar

their money's worth every time.

Not made In God's own Image now
Is man 'tis thus the wise dispute-- But
and mustaches of military cut: but
sprung from one sme cell, they
"
Is not by such marks that the old sol
vow,
dier is known. There Is an indefln Are Man and Brute.
able something about the man who
has struck hard blows In defense
O blinded Pride on chaos hurled!
where Light
bis country that makes Its impres O Night proclaimed
sion upon the furrowed countenance
should be,
Once In a while the eye rests upon one Obey thou Him who rule the world,
of the veterans concerning whom the Man, and be free!
thought Is, "He was a suttler or
hanger on; he never smelled nowder. He only Is the Truth, the Life,
Wherever they go on their westwarJ He only points the Heavenward way;
;
stay the veterans will, be received fie only frees the'soul from strife;-v
fith the reverence due their distin If men obey. ,r
gulshed patriotism of forty years aeo
Many who pass this way on the lour- - 'Twits He whe led the pious throng .
key west will return brother routea, But now to Petar'adnat divine; .
wnue otners Who go west on northern Of alth, to
.tbrojigu nge Ion. t
.
.
orHsWBnern lines will 'tmeATongh No empty signi .
Las Vegas on the way back.
Jesus, the Judge of year to be,
"Troop A" is ordered to report at Direct the tides, the tempest tun,
the armory Friday evening, August And make the rebellious people free
7th at 7:45 p. m., for special drill. No To work Thy will.
excuses will be accepted for failure to
report A. P. TARKINGTON, Capt. Sow Thou the seeds of bappy Peace,
in evil us divert from tit afar,
And bid the rage an tumult cease
Your investment guaranteed. Did
Of hateful war.
you know the Aetna Building Association pays per cent interest on spe The minds of Kings and People mold,
cial deposits? Before placing money
with awe;
Thy word may til enjoy
elsewhere see as and get the best rate
Be there one Shepherd ana one row.
of Interest. Geo. H. Hunker, SecreOne Faith, one Law.
"

tary.

DOCK

OFFICERS

vi. MMirM It run: long ninety yeare
W. T. Cresmer, Fresno, California
retain:
Thy gifts are mine; Tby grtce
through Let not Thy servant's prayers kw
WANTED General housework by Evening Democrat, paused
the city this afternooi bound for
teart
experience! woman. Inquire Optic
i
Office.
8152 Chicago.
Be poured In vain.

time.
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ANOTHER SCHEME.
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LAS VEGAS

LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

You Never 0
I Saw The Like.
"'
It Beats

LASZVZCA3, nSVf CZZZ2ri.

Anything'

Tapery Curtains

wtC38mssmss:

for pleasure and comfort
the Hutchins Horizontal

AND

FOR

Roller Swing

ONE WEEK

Come t . and

Tapestry Table Covers

ONLY.
Remember!

You muwt bring

this

advertisement and the cash to secure
the 25 per cent or M off from the regular pricea.
Our new store will not be ready for
us for two weeks yet. therefore call at
the Old Staud.
49-42-

Railroad Avcmh,

ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE CO,

Be

Denver & Rio Grande Ry. Co.
.

Everybody

TAKE A RIDE
At the
only place
in town
Thompson Hardware Co
Douglas Avenue.

inMin

tmiv

J

Th Scenic Line of the World

The most direct; line from New Mexico to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts In
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon aud Wastiluatoa
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M., at 0 a. a. and arrive at OM
p. m. daily etoept Sunday, making connections with all through
east aud west bound trains.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping cars, chair ears sud perfect erstem of
Dining cars, service s la carte.
& Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon application. For
advertising matter, rates and further Information spply to

J.

B. DAVIS.

S. K.

ftoorstv

al krfivr,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
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THE

Fer Or

WANTED.
WANTED

ARCHITECTS.

young man
the Bismarck

A

Brief IteMinie of the Important
IDoitigs In Xew Mexto wait on
ico Towns.
lunch coun-

CITY.

ud Neurasthenia.

tare

TKE KEELEY
INSTITUTE,

Laa vgas,meanlng "The Meadows,"
OwISM, Ilk- s the county seat of San Miguel coun- HOLT A HOLT,
3. lies oi both sides of the OoJUnas
Architect and Civil Engineer.
.
WANTED Young man with horse MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
Colton Dead: Mrs. C. C. Colton, the lver, and. with Its suburbs, has about
Maps tad surveys made, buildings and
wife of the man who mysteriously dis- 10,000 Inhabitants.
buggy wishes to collect, solicit or
It has excellent water works, arc
and construction work of all kinds
do light Jell very. Modest salary.
appeared from his home In the Manstores, beautiful reaidences
planned and superintended.
Address Modest, care Optic.
Hlllsboro has some cause to expect ano" on the 18th of this July, arrived and incandescent electric light plant
ATTORNEY.
In Albuquerque Monday morning from telephone exchanges, headquarters of
boom.
FOR RENT.
isew
to which place she had ins Atchison railway system,
j Los Lunas,
o
Mexico division, together with rail
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
She
Is
Abo
driven
from
brought
to
have
Farmington
Canyon.
getting ready
road machine shops and
with
Offloe, Veeder block. Las Vegas, N. FOR BENT Furnished rooms
w-t- f
m.
the Intelligence that she had news worss. stock yards and targe ahee
good county fair.
use of bath; or for light housekeepo
from Casa, Colorado, a small native shearing and dipping plants.
ing. Mrs. Clements, 920 GaHinaa
west or the river, the old town has
There Is talk of establishing a village on the river below Belen, that
George . Money, Attorney-At-LaAve.
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
atunited State
and
thmtiflrh
mall Una
of
-- o
VaMil...
man
a
the
u.m
description
r a, uiiusanswering
.in,
appearance adobe bouses, narrow,
torney, ofice la Olney building, But FOR RENT House, furnished or un
ton and Gallup.
her husband reached there the same crooked streets, native people and
Ua Vegas, N. M.
furnished.
Corner Eighth and Naday he left Abo Canyon and died that customs, handicrafts apd occupations;
Prank Springer, Attorney-At-Law- ,
8 35
tional avenue.
There are some good borax mines
the piaza and all of the new town,
Casa Colorado Is the vll- - out
evening.
Office In Crockett building. East Laa
east of the river, constitute a distinc
out at Santa Rita. Heretofore Call- of
nearest
mouth
canyon.
the
the
M.
lage
N.
.Vegas.
tive American city. The streets are
FOR RENT Desirable business room fornla has produced about all of the
from which ?it Is distant about twenty wide and well graded, while sidewalks
.1
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-LaOffice
next to Rosenthal Bros.' on Lincoln stuff.
miles. It Is said that Cotton came abound, shaded with growing trees.
la Wyman block, East Las Vegas, ave. W. M. Lewis, Undertaker.
parks, filled with grass and
staggering into the town, asked for a Three
N. M.
The recently launched
add to the beauty and healthful- Carlsbad drink of
"I have a wife trees,
said,
water,
ness of the place. Handsome and
Furnished rooms for light housekeep
driving association does not seem to and two
A. A, Jones, Attorney-At-LaOfchildren," and fell dead. He and Innumerable lawns, set In grass
floe la Crockett building, Bast Las
ing, with bath, 1022 Fourth St
get into deep water very easily. Up was buried at the village, but the re ana adorned with
shrubbery and
to date only $250 of the $2,500 stock
Vegas, N. M.
mains will be exhumed for Identifi- flowers, combine to proclaim a cultur
has been subscribed.
DENTISTS.
cation. Cotton wore a ring which can ed community, possessed of all mod
FOR RENT Four parUy furnished
em comforts and conveniences.
Las Vegas is the natural sanato
The Farmington board of trade has be easily identified.
houses; apply to the Club House or
Or. E. L. Hammond, Dentist, Sucrium of the United States, combining
181-tR. H. Oolke, Hot Springs.
cessor to Dr. Decker, rooms suit No.
offered a bonus of $1,500 and a site to
Good Report- - County School Super- more natural advantages than any
7, Crockett block. Office hours 9 to
any person or persons who will sink a
12 and 1:30 to 8:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
M. P. Kerr, of Eddy county, other place in America. Her thermal
intendent
FOR
RENT
Two
furnished
rooms
well 1,500 feet there or deep enough
the equal of the Hot
Colo. 115.
has prepared his annual report for waters are
for light housekeeping.
Mrs. Jos- to reach an artesian flow.
Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and
1903
the
the
is
one
and
year
showing
ia mnnueiy superior. There is no
o
HOTELS.
National Ave., No. 723.
147-t- f
of which the county can be prouJ malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
Ground has been broken for the
number of children of school age gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air Is
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa first new house at Dayton, the new The
.
, . ,
pure, dry, r art fled, and highly electri
beds. Douglas avenue.
ruucn, iwo mues east or city, can town this side of
fied a certain cure for consumption,
Artesla, and the
take care of cattle, mules anJ horsare
there
916,
employed twenty. it the disease be taken In time. The
boomers predict that It will eclipse (is
es. Inquire 716 Grand avenue.
f
HARNE8S.
four teachers In the nineteen schools, hot waters are a specific tor liver,
ita nearest neighbor in a short while.
The average school term is seven skin, rheumatic and blood disorders.
J. C. Jones, The Harness Maker, FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and rig
o
Her Montezuma hotel Is the finest hos
for campers. Vegas 'phone 326.
Bridge street.
The Demlng Headlight has some months, the receipts of the schools
telry between Chicago and California,
school
were
the
$22,,
year
past
and Is situated In a beautlfu canyon,
thing to say about "The membership during
RESTAURANTS.
that graces the rooster of the Adelphl 650,31, of which $9,646.10 was spent five miles from town, where the hot
For Rent
Club." Sort of a mascot, presumably, for teachers' wages. There Is a bal springs, forty In number, come boil
Duval's RestaurantShort Order
ing to the surface. Besides this,
Nice office room, 17.00.
or the official bird of the organization. ance on band of $11,063.92.
Regular meals. Center street
St Anthony's 8anltarism. conducted
Married
Last
train
brought
house, Railroad ave. $7.50.
night's
o
by the Sisters of Charity, and the
In
Prof.
a wedding party from Lamy. The Plaza Sanitarium, conducted
TAILORS.
Dunlavy, of the Silver City
hy Dr.
n Curtiss Bailey. M. D.
4 room house on Railroad avenue, $9. Normal University,
late of King's groom was Samuel Hartley, with W. W
t
J. 1 Allen, The Douglas Avsnus
U
School of Oratory, will be in Raton C. Brown as best man, and the bride
Vegas Is the distributing point
fo. aearly all New Mexico By the
Mini, .
4 room house on Lincoln Aave., $12.
during the teachers' county normal was Miss Sadie Crow, with Miss Emi
system, she has connection
institute and on Aug. 21st will render ly Farrls as bride's maid. The couple Atchison
4 rom house on Seventh street. $9.
PHYSICIANS.
with Kansas on the east Colorado on
an elocutionary program.
were married at the Presbyterian the north, Arizona and California en
3 room house on Main street, $10.
K. R. Osrmntn. II. T
mansion by Rev. W. Hays Moore at 10 the west and Texas and Old Mexico
0 "
Albert Wlikluoo, M. D.
Thomas ReJdy, from Tennessee, o'clock last night. The party then on the south. Besides these, she bas
Eye, Ecr, Nose and Throat
committed suicide at one of Lantry's repaired to the Claire hotel, and left more stage lines, connecting her with
MOovtS, H, S, Mills Build- territory, than has any other
ts
Avenue.
camps by cutting his throat with a ra for home this morning. New Mexl tributary
Douglas
In. Opp. llotel Sheldon,
town In New Mexico. This territory
zor. He had been on a drunk and in can.
- .., .
EL I'AHU,
TEXAS.
includes the entire section east and
i
FOR SALE.
that condition was morose. His body
south of the mountains, and com
was burled in the Abo canyon on the
SOCIETIES.
prises the counties of Colfax. Mora
ALLIGATORS.
YOUNO
5 lots, fine location on Fourth St., a
Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe. Socorro,
Santa Fe cut-ofDona Ana, Grant Chaves, Lincoln, ant
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P,
71176
bargain If taken soon.
Moath
aad
a
Oaaa
hot
Feed
Tker
meeta mrmrr lfnnda at a n
Eddy .with parts of Valencia and Ber
3 room bouse, with line lot on Grand
The National bank of Artesla has
Tits Prefer Mrs
nalillo a country larger than all New
their Caetle hall, third floor Clements
to
$400.
difficult
in
been
It
of
Ave.,
chartered
"The
being
the
thing
duly
by
departEngland. This takes in the famous
oiock, corner sixth street and Qrand
eat
is
In
to
an
room
Five
6uce
captivity
and
cold
alligator
house, bath, hot
ment H Wa&ilngtfin. The capital
avenue,
valley of the Rio Grande, and the less
j. j. JUDKIN8, C. C.
man
who
a
said
R. C RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
mistaken
a
Idea,"
on
Tilden of the new Institution Is $25,000, and
famous, but not less excellent valley
water; fine location
sll of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
8AUL ROSENTHAL. 11. of W.
street. $1,700. only $500 cash, bal It is owned and controlled by the Mc-- owns a young alligator and knows
Is
bow
"The
them.
or the west
question
ance on small monthly payments, Cluskey Interests, who operate the about
I. O. O. F, Laa Vogaa Lodge, No. 4,
First of all, an alligator feeds but onre
There are eight large wholesale
National
at
bank
Roswell.
to
eat any. houses, whose trade extends through
at their
every aionaay
a month and then prefers
halL- Sixth straat --Allevening
vl.uin. t,,.,h.
o
w. vm
home just outside the city
that out the Territory, and Into the ad
thing that suggests
ren are cordially Invited to attend. J. Splendid
Burned to Dealth Last Saturday, moves. For this reason angleworms, joining sections; while the volume of
limits. No city tax to pay, $2,660
n. lorav w. u.; j. b. Meckel, v. O.;
besides being good food for It, prov st- - torn trade, and the value of the stocks
Mrs". Arthnr Mcuoweii
T. If. El wood, gee.; W. B. Critea,
Ol Cwlsbad
small gator which they carry, cannot be duplicatTreaa.; 8. R Dearth, Cemetery
was
Are
near tractive t,o the eye of a
working about the camp
and
ed west of Kansas City and south of
trustee.
I VI
r C , Heal Eat.ta
Co.
Investment
the family tent In the eastern part of
Denver. Three merchants' brokers
.Tin
025 Douglas Avenue.
that city, when her skirt caught fire,
O. E., MeeU Flret And Third
city as their dls-streams of Its native regions. Again, a hve selected the the
amount of their
center,
tribuii.ig
and before help could be given she small
luursuay evenings, each month, at FOR SALE
excelmakes
beef
raw
of
portion
Cheap; good buggy and
sixth street lodge room.
In the aggresaibC
exceeding,
Visiting
yearly
McDownever
burns.
sustained
Mrs.
fatal
and
the
lent food for It,
alligator
harness. Apply to Whit, this of
combined sales of all other
the
gate,
to
Is
tied
ell, being already paralyzed on one refuses to eat of a piece that
A. A. MALONEY, Eialted Ruler,
flee.
such brokers In New Mexico. The
T. E. BLAUVELT, Sec. ,
side, was practically unable to help a string end slowly drawn along in retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
a sugfroul
in
this
of
blui,
way
giving
more numerous, and carry larger and
FOR SALE Seven two year old herself, and could do little to fight
gestion of life to the food. Another better stocks of goods than do the
Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. P. A A. M registered Herfford
bulls; acclimated, the flames. So severely was the lady
In
to
the
know
very
Important
merchants of any other town In
communications
Regular
third vaccinated and In flue condition. Ash burned that she suffered little pain, thing
care of on alligator is to exactly under- this Territory or Arizona.
Thursday In each month.
Vbltlng ley Pond, Jr., Watrous. N. M. 169-t- f
and passed away almost as one falls stand how to make It comfortuble. The
Las Vegas bas two dally and six
brothers cordially Invito
Cbas. H.
best and simplest plan Is to secure a weekly papers, three banks, three
asleep.
Sporieder, secretary; O. L. Gregory,
'
fill
o
box, any ordinary wooden box, and
building and loan associations, six hoW. M.
bottom with sand, which Is then tels, many boarding
houses, nine
Shot and Robbed Benedict Martin- the
covered with moss. Also have placed churches,
a number of clubs,
a
seventeen
native
of
ez,
. Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. P., Meets
years
boy,
Inside of the box, which must be kept and all of the leading civic and
age. who has been employed on the In the sun as much as possible, a
social societies; a roller flour mill,
bwuuu bdu iouriu inursaay evenings
of each month at tha I n n v h.n
saucer filled with water. This capacity,
was shot and robbed
Santa Fe
fifty barrels
per day;
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, N. O.; Mrs. 8r-must be changed frequently. All of five
1 o'clock.
Bolen
at
establishments,
about
Monday
o writes, v, u.; Mrs. A.
Wertx
commakes
j,
the alligator very
cleaning 3,000,000 pounds of wool anMartinez was formerly of El Paso, but which
Sec.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treas.
case It should become nually; a
In
for
brewery and
fortable,
had been working for B. Lantry Sons
tired of the water there are the moss bottling establishment; a manufactory
Laa Veoaa Roval Arch ritaMaa i
f
on the Santa Fe
about five and ssnd for It to
of
mineral
and carbonated waters;
get out upon. So with
J. Regular convocations first MonJay
months. He received a check for $80. a properly arranged borne or box and a three wagon and carriage factories; sad
In each month. Visiting companions
die
and harness factory; a foundry,
A fellow workman shot Martinez In little care as to its diet there Is no
cneraiiy inviiea. M. 11. Williams, B
electric
plant three planing
the back with a 45 calibre pistol and
why the little alligator tourists so mills, andlight
H. P.;
H. Sporieder, Boo.
other enterprises of less Imtook the money. Martinez Is in a frequently delight In sending their portance.
friends from Florida should not thrive
Las Vegas Commanowry K. T. No.
A city hall, four public school build,
very feeble condition, although the In
Post
captivity
m.
Masonic temple, oplugs, court-bousnBuir cuaciare second lUesaay
doctors have hopes of his recovery.
of each month.
era
Visiting
house, Territorial Normal school
knights
o
Cla-welcomed.
s.
E.
and Territorial insane asylum and pub
John
IMPROVED METHODS
curuiaujr
Plans for the conImprovement
It is related of the late Shirley lic buildings, constructed of red and
C; Chaa. Tamme, Roe.
are adopted by us as soon as their struction of a large bathing pool are Brooks
thst be had at one time a very white sandstone, unsurpassed In beauastern SUr, Regular Communica- value is firmly established.
being prepared by the Sunmount man favorite pig who, alas, went the way of ty by similar edifices In any town, of
tion second and fourth Thursday evenat Santa Fe. An Aermotor all pigs and was converted Into bacon. equal else. In the states.
agement
In performance of our duties as
ings of each month. All vlsltlag brothThe latitude is about the same as
Brooks sent some of the delicacy to a
ers and sisters are cordially Invited. UNDERTAKERS AND EMSALMERS will be erected to furnish power to
that of central Tennessee, while the alfriend, with a note as follows:
Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy
to
do
caisson
water
from
the
Is nearly $.500 feet This com
pump
titude
matron;
"His end was peace, and I send you
Barnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma alt modern aids approved by science placed In the Arroyo Chamiso at bet
bination gives a peculiar, but most
bis
end."
of
piece
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A. Howell, or
happy, result In the winter, during
The joke wss related to a Scotch the
good taste are In use, and we have rock into a large tank about ninety
Treaa.
day, the thermometer seldom falls,
water
and
which
from
and
the
who
man,
laughed very heartily
no hesitation In claiming that we can feet high
in the shade, bemw forty degrees.
to
occasion
will be sent through pipes into the shortly afterward having
while It often runs in the sunshine, to
give the best service at the most reaa
of his own sent soma to a rel- sixty-fivpool. This Is done In order to give kill pig
degrees or even more. On
TKS
with
remark, "Ills end wss the other band. In the summer, the
sonable cost.
the wster Is a higher temperature than ative, and Ithesend
yon a piece of the heat la never oppressive. In the shade,
peace,
MOSTJCOKAODIOUSS
it would obtain were It pumped diThe W. M. LEWIS COMPANY,
And he wondered why nobody and no night Is too warm for "compig."
CSNiNGROOM
rectly from the calson one mile above saw the Joke. London King.
COORS BLOCk
fortable sleep, under one or two
(JNOEITAKEIS.
Sunmount In the Arroyo Chamiso into
blankets. The sun will shine nine
AM.
a pool.
days out of evrry ten, the year round.
The Want of If.
"Barker Is not much on form," ssld This, with the extreme dryness of the
College "Spuds": The Agricultural
KOSTuCXCaiENT SERVICE
the first commuter. "Why, the other air, caused by the very slight precip
Experiment Station at the A. ft M.
IN TKE CITY
itation or moisture; the resinous aro
dsy I saw blin eating breakfast food ma,
college, Mesllla Park, this year, plant- rolling down from the ptne-claworst
the
wasn't
And
that
for
supper.
IS POUND AT
cd ten bills each of about thirty vari
mountains; the large amount of elec"ofltla
A
stomach
out
sure
the
that
eties of Irish potatoes, as an experi
In the air, and the consequent
sign
"Wbat could bo worse T broke to tbo tricity
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
ment to see If they could bo success- of order, the bowels are constipated second commuter.
the location of the town,
You cannot
fully raised and what varieties are and the liver inactive.
"Why. this," replied the first comenlnv vnur fond Afl Inns as this Con muter, with a grins "He actually bad by mountain and mrsa these all conthe best
spire to produce an atmosphere which
Last week Fabian Garcia dug up dition trfmii and unless It is reme-- t on evening dress at the time. With -o-S Is a balm to all diseases of the respims
uuiumno.e.
id
some of the early varlotiea that had died at once you're going to be seri- morning giory
ratory organs. The percentage of
... CENTER STREET,
New York Times.
death from consumption Is lower In
matured, and there are now on exhi- tMly 111. A few doses of Hostetter'ij
New Mexico than It Is anywhera else
bition as fine potatoes as could be Stomach bitters will make a great 1m- - j
a
in the United States; and r.o other
paetrlae.
will
condition.
It
In
ten
provement
was
your
of
about
different va
wlshej for
mskttig place In New Mexico excels Las Vegas
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Tbe ReT
Fourthly
make the stomach healthy, restore the 0ne of his pastoral calls at the Upjohn In the salubrity of Its climate. Asthrieties.
THE DEPOT
matics experience Immediate and per
Tennes appetite and cure Heartburn, Indlges- - mansion.
those
are
Among
gathered
TAX2 TJJC5I TO
i
"Doctor," said little jonnny aunng a manent relief, In this altitude
see Triumph, the Rose Seedling, (Colo tlon, Dyspepsia and Constipation.
"1 wish you
In the way of health and Pleasure
, pause In the conversation.
rado variety). Early Ohio, Red River,
would tell mo what you think of the resorts, Las Vegas Is unrivaled. In a
'
the New Vermont Gold Coin, and Ear
radius of twenty miles, in romantic
doctrine of prestidigitation."
mountain glens and beside babbling
ly Sit Weeks.
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
not springs, narveys. El Porvenlr,
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Las Vegas Publishing Go.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.

I

wb-voc- u

i

Affidavit In Replevin
Bond In Replevin
Writ of Replevin
Appearance Bond
Peace Bond ,
Criminal Warrant
Criminal Complaint
Mittimus
Appeal Bond
Notice of Attachment
Criminal Comp't for Search Wa.
Notice for Publication
Venire
Notice of Garnish m't on Exec
Forthcoming Bond
Indemnifying Bond

66-t-

llfe-anyt-htng

I1AADP
J

J

f.?,.?Z

ZZZ .

re-ta-

flow-erp-

cut-of-

g

d

cut-of-

res-so- n

a

k.

Warranty Deed
Warranty Deed, Special
Warranty Deed, Corporation

d

land-locke-

A. DDvalUs

rw

pr

frST

nik

H'lSTETTER'S

STONhCH BITTERS.

-

Bond for Deed
Application for Licenses
Report of Survey

Agreement Special Lease
Affidavit and Bond In Attachment
Original
Affiadivit and Writ in Attachment
Duplicate.

Citation
Constable's Sale

''

Notice of Sale
Criminal Warrants

Deed
Mortgage Deed
Deed in Relinquishment
Mining Deed

;

Quit-clai-

:

'

"

of Mortgage
Satisfaction of Mortgage

Assignment
Chattel

Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage, with Note
Power of Attorney
Bill of Sale
Bill of Sale, bound stock
Lease, long and short form
Lease, M'ch'dise and Per. Pr'ty
Trust Deed

Title Bond to Mining Property
'
Contract of Forfeiture
Bond of Butcher
Protest
Notice of Protest
i
Warranty Deed, Spanish
Carta de Venta
Transfer of Location
Acknowledgement for Power of At

rrr

,

torney

'

;

t

Notes, per 100
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
Sheep Contracts
Certificate of Brand
Freight Conductor's Book Covert
Cattle Account Book
, ;.,
Road Supervisor's Book
Sheriff's Day Book .

Receipt Books
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgagee with note font
Location

Certificate

Lode Claims

Furnished Room Cards
For Sale Cards
Township Plats, large

'

LItho. Mining Stock Certificate
Acts, Protection to Minors

Teachers' Monthly Report
Oath, School Director
Chattel Mortgages Renewal
Bills of Sale Books
Escritura Garantizads
Eecrltura Sarantlyada
Declaration

""""""j

of Assumpsit
Assay Office Certificates
Sherltf's Sale

Sheep Contracts Partldo

Marriage Certificate
Sheep Contracts" Sale
Bill of Sale (under law Feb., '95)
Commitments
to Justice
Proof of Labor
Court
Acknowledgment
Timber Culture Affidavits

Acknowledgment Corporation
Authority to Gather Live Stock
Option, Real Estate
Official Bond
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
Affidavit
Mineral Location Notice
Township Plat
Appointment of Teacher
Teachers' Certificate
Appointment of Deputy

Write for

j

"
Peace
"

Witnesses to Pay Roll
Orders to Pay Witness Feet
Quit Claim Mining Locations
Title Bond Mining Property
Notice of Mining Locations
Proof Unsecured Debt
No. 1 Homestead Final Proof
Homestead Applications)
Homestead Affidavits
Road Petitions ,

Declaratory Statements

Complete Price List

ADDRESS

THE OPTIC OFFICE,"
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

e

APTETITE'S POOR!)

Warrant to Appraisers
Summons, Probate Court
Justice's Docket,
Inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 200 p.
Record for Notary Public
A True Bill
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)

General Blanks.

;..VSfte.

Fa.

Bond, General
Road Petition
Bond of deputy
Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship
'
Letters of Administration

Garnishee Receipt

,

MOORE,

Appearance Bond, Dis't Court
Garnishee, Sheriff's Office

Subpoena
Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment Original
Affidavit in Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons, Original
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Bond In Attachment
Execution
Order to Garnishee to Pay

Blake's, Sparks' Sapello, Roclada.
and other places, too numerous tt
mention, where health can be recov
ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye, the Invalid, the overworked business man.
This Territory is rich hi evarrthln.
Iron, copper, coal lead, silver, cold.
that constitutes the wealth of nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum.saltsoda In endless variety and

exbaustless quantities, are among th
several products of the country which
Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that In each
of these prime articles of commerce
this city Is the best market In New
Mexico. She handles more wool than
all the other towns In the Territory
combined, while her commerce in hides
is truly enormous.
In the same way,
she stands preeminent tor her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade In Ice,
gathered la the neighboring mountain
canyons, extends east Into Kansas
west Into Arlxona, aad south into Old
Mexico.

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for children. Mother
Oray, for years
a nurse In the Children's Home in
New York, treated children successfully with a remedy, now prepared and
placed In the drug stores, called
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children. They are harmless as
milk,

pleasant to take and never fall, a
certain cure for feverlshness, constipation, headache, teething and stomach disorders, and remove worms. At
all druggists, 25c. Don't
accept any
substitute. Sample sent Free. AdV
dressAllen 8. Olmsted. LeRoy, N. T.
The government printing office turned out 1,645,619 "documents" last
year, several of which may have been
of value to somebody. When Mr. Brls-togets through with the postofflce
department be could not do better
than assail the bureau of
engraving
and printing.

LAB TEG AS DAILY
g)liaasi T
tmcsaatlv. . .
A man whose cheerful occupation la
that of making tombstone is telling
his friends about a woman who visited his place last week and said she
wanted a nice tombstone put over her
New
yom
nock quotations
Ibe following
T
4 I
Da
nLI husband's grave, with some short sim.......I
ple Inscription on it.
roomi t and S Urock-ecuo Board of Trade),
, Las Versa Phone
Block. (Oolo. Phone
He asked how she would like the
tit.) over their own private wires from New word
"Resurgam." She inquired as to
York, Chicago and Ooloralo Bprlnarti; correspondent of the firms of Lcgan & Bryan N.Ex-V. Its meauing, and when be translated it
and Chicago member t Mew York Stock
change and Chicago Board of Trade, and Wm. as "I shall rise again." she said, in a
A. Otis & Co Banker and Brokers. Colorado panle, "No, no, mister; make it 'Best
tarings:
Close In Peace? "New York Press.
Description
Vi
Amalgamated Copper.....
Ill
American sugar
A Hard Itoad.
Atchison Com
Is
"The way of the transgressor
6
pfd
79
.
B. AO
quoted the earnest citizen.
g
T..,. Alton' Coin" " .'.'.!.'...!!.'.' !."!!.. S) hard,"
"It is unquestionably," answered
Chicago'
aOolafCiSou4
Senntor Sorglmm. "Tbo way people
12
4 M
have to employ lawyers and stand In" " first pfd..
" 2nd pfd
lTi vestigations is calculated to cut down
o. a. w
ml
o. a o
profits terribly." Washington Star.

The late Archibald N. Waterhouse. of Philadelphia, who died Suddenly last Friday, held policies amouutlng to Nl,0U0 in the Mutual
Life insurance Cnmpauy of New York. The forms of insurance under
which them policies were issued, were so selected that Ilia widow will
receive at once IW.OiiO lu cash and an annual Income of $3000 for twenyears, and If she Is living at Hie end of that period she will receive
ty
(tilMHio in cash, making a total amount received under these policies
i4Mt on which
premiums paid by Mr. Waterhouse aniouuted to
only fc;:,000. (Krum The Philadelphia focord, hot. 13. 1SMU
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That Was All.
"Maria," demanded Mr. Billus in a
loud voice, "what have you been doing
to my rasor?"
"Nothing," said Mrs. Billus, "except
sharpening it again after shaving
tail with it. It's all right, isn't
Chicago Tribune.
Ft-do-

itr

138

Tex.
D. P
D. P. pfd

,

'

16y

36
116
VM

Chicago Live Stock.
CHICAGO, Ills., Aug. 5. Cattle,
market slow; good to prime steers,
$5,10$5.50; poor to medium, $3.75
$4.90; Blockers and feeders, $2.50
4.30; cows, $1.50$4.40; heifers, 12
.014.60; canners, $1.50$2.75; bulls,
calves,
S2.50$6.65;
I2.00S4.25;
Texas fed steers, 3.50$4.75.
Sheep, steady; good to choice wethers, $3.60$4.00; fair to choice mix
ed. 12.75OS3.50: western sheep. $3.00
$4.00; native lambs, $3.25$6.25;
western lambs, $4.00$5.90.

to Realise It.
"I never beard DInsuiore acknowledge that he was growing old before
today."
"How did he acknowledge it?"
"He announced that be felt just as
young as he ever did." Detroit Free
Bea-lnala-

Proea

66e

MUTUAL

sfef

iI

d

The startling announcement that a
preventative of suicide had been discovered will interest many. A run
down system, or despondency invariably precede suicide and something
has been found that will prevent that
condition which makes suicide likely.
At the first thought of
take Electric Bitters. It being a great
tonic and nervine will strengthen the
nerves and build up the system. It's
also a great Stomach, Liver and Kid
ney regulator. Only 50a. Satisfaction
guaranteed by all druggists.

...

.1-

D. & R

DAN

Boy Cured of Colic

supervision and
motherly

thought-fulnes-

s

U apparent

What a change.
then, when this
wife and mother
comes back to take
her old place in the
family. Thousands
of women who, because of womanly
ills, had been shut
out of home life
and home happiness, have been
enabled to once
more take their
place in the family after being cured by
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
establishes regularity, dries weakening
drains, heals inflammation and ulceration and cores female weakness. It
makes weak women strong, sick women
well.
"I commenced taklniyrar 'Favorite Prescription '
'

and 'Golden Medical Discovery
about
the loth of let December, one year ago writes
krt. Eliia Wright, of Mouotainview, Howell
Co.. Missouri.
"I nave been very (low about
Writing to you, although t am thankful I am
y
ana have flit privilege of saying I
Bar
taaak you a thouaand time for your kind advice, f can truthfully My that it was through
iwur kaad advise and your medicine and tha
rill of the Lord that
I am
living
ta better health than lam
I have been for three
dotcn bottles of
yesrs. I have takes one-hach medicine. I am able to do my wsahiaf
r four in family, aad all my housework, cook--g
aad milking. Ia fact, I feel like a new

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets ctttwi con
stipation aad it almost conntleai copes
pence. They do sot react on tiki
yatasn nor begat the pill habit

'.,

UCLTliLlQlT
r..
tt vigor always
nair

In marble and brown stone.
All work guaranteed.
Yards, corner Tenth street and
Douglas avenue.
MILES SWEENEY. Prop.
"
Homestead Entry No. 4843.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 27, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler haa filed notice
ot his intention to make final proof In
support ot his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. 9. Commissioner R. U M. Ross at Las yogas,
N. M., on September 5, 1903, vlg:
See.
Gonzales, tor the NW
20, T. 13 N. H., 24 B.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, vis:
TJUbarrl of Laa Vegas, N. M.;
Jose Ullbarri ot Laa Vegas, N. M.;
Furgonalo Martinet y Brlto ot Chaves,
IV.
Sl.;jose,'lryt,' T. Marea ot
k.;.
Chaves, N. If. MANUEL R. OTERO.
Max-imlan- o

1-- 4

Ru-mal-
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Register.

Branch

SYS- -

EL
TEM. ":

RHODES'

THE

fpUDE

Mountain1 Ice

THAT MADE

LAS VEGAS'

RETAIL
2.000 lbs or more
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs
50 to 200 lbs.
Less

FAMOUS

PRiCEd

each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs

"
"
"

"

than 50 lbs

"

"

"
"

15c

per
20c per
25c per
30c per

USE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE'
powder to be shaken into the
shoes. Your feet feel swollen, nervous and damp, and get tired easily.
If you have aching feet, try Allen's
Foot-EasIt rests the feet and
makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures
aching, swollen, sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves chilblains, corns and bunions of all pain
and gives rest and comfort Try it today. 8old by all druggist and shoe
dealers, 25c , Don't accept any substitute. Trial package Free. Address
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
A

Ruskln: He Is advancing in life
whose heart is getting softer, whose
brain quicker, whose spirit Is entering
Into living peace.
The Death Penalty.
little thing sometimes results in
death. Thus a mere scratch, insig
nificant cuts or puny bolls have paid
the death penalty. It Is wise to have
Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy.
It's the best sale on earth, and will
prevent fatality, when Burns, Sores,
Ulcers and Piles threaten. Only 25c,
at all druggists.
A

Addison: What sculpture Is to a
block of marble, education Is to the
human soul.

we mean all that rich, dark color

yur halp

used to have.

If It's
gray now, no matter; for Ayer's

restores color to gray ftatr. And often
at. ah
it manes tne nair grow very neavy.
. O. Am co Leweu. Haas,

vslley.

For further Information address the nnder.
signed.
Through passengers from Santa Fa in
standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can
have berths reserved on application.
B. W. KoBBiHg, tieneral Agent,
Santa fa. N M.
3. K. 1IOOPSR, 0. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
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The Past

Tent City, Coronsdo Beach, California.

r

This famous resort affords sumptuous a
mmodHona at reasonable prices. The
MtmUttuma can wmfortHiilr provide it several hundred gui-M- .
l,n Vetfns Hot
Hpr mm ta arte of the few realljf
HiUr Mountain riirts, and haa In
a modern Jionpluil. and iitlfrtry
comwiteht phyalclaiM and nurses, the Montarurria
ranch and hot hounea. alao parka r adiui'ent canyons that are unrivalled In beau-t- .
It lm every ewenf Inl-t- he
rfoht altitude, a perfect cHuiat. attriictlve surround
.
inr,nHdlrlnalwali-nandaiiiiliii)rtuiili.Xue ideal plwefor a
vacation outing, further information aMadly f urnlshed.
W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
W. H HINTON, A, B., M. D., Medical Drctor.

IMIIIIIHIMItlllllMIIMBIIMIIIIHMIMMMJ
PLAZA
sPHARMACY"

.

is

,

finest in

Se.na Fe.

d
ocean breezes
Sierras.
a combination round trip ticket to Coronado this summerincluding railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado

Surf-bathin-

DRUGS, HEDICINES and CHEMICALS.

:

Go West to the Ocean
California's summer Climate
the world.
Cool Trip on iKe

Denlera In

g"

snow-cappe-

You can buy

Patent medicines, sponges,

syringes, soaps, combs and brushes, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
kept by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully
and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected
with great care and warranted aa represented.
com-pound-

MUM

XTT"
rs--v

I

's not

THE OPTIC

JLa Vegas, New Mexico,
HIilltMMi
Mil

ds xttsa

Printing:

AND

,1

V
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There is in

Our Customers.

Winters Drug Co.

eaF

Thc Best

CFFICZi

A HEALTH RESORT
And try the niaeral Watar Baths. Betas si all hlads
glvsa.
Baths
rivalled sar ttbwauttaai,

timnrrtLTA'

aooo

AGUA PURA CO.,

BATHS
Las Vegas Hot Springs,
-

u

IACATT

100 Ids
100 lbs

THE MONTEZUMA

BROWN,
General Passenger Agent
E. P.-System,
El Paso, Tel.

.30UTs1-W23- T

1

T

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tourist Bleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Service Unexcelled. '
o
.
Call on nearest agent tor full information or address the undersigned.
N. B For handsomely illustrated
booklet descriptive of

east.

100 lbs

020 Douglag Awnuo,
Laa Vagaa, Raw IZaxho

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EA8T,
NORTH and SOUTHEAST.

AtSaUda with main line (standard gauge)
for all point east and weat Including Lead-vlll- e
and narrow gauge points between Sal-Id- a
and Grand Junction.
,
At Florence and Canon Oily for the gold
CLOUDCROFT.
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
the Premier Summer Resort ot the
At Pueblo, Colorado Sprints and Denver
Southwest, Bend four cents postage to
with all Missouri river lines for all points
A. H.

100 lbs

e

Famous Postmaster.
J. B. Mathews and Dr. W. T. Jiy
ner of Roswell were here yesterday,
says the EI Paso Herald, to meet their
wives who were returning from a trip
to California.
Mr. Mathews Is quite
a noted character and a very Interest
ing man. He is postmaster at Roswell, which position he has held fur
the past Ave years, and is also a Lin
coin county war veteran. He is the
man who shot Billy the Kid's gun in
two In a street duel before Pat Gar
rett laid the famous desperado low
in death, and he is also the man who
wrote the postotnee department one
of the most curious answers ever re
ceived in response to a complaint
filed against the office. All the papers published it at the time and
the department accepted the answer
and made no further Investigation.
He wrote:
"When Christ was on earth there
were people who were not satisfied
with him and they crucified him."
about tha
Thereafter complaints
Roswell office, If they were ever made,
were never referred to the postmaster
for explanation, and when his term
so it Is
expired he was
the
that
explanation was a
presumed
satisfactory one.

Monuments

7:an

-

Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. T.
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RUSSell,

Wagon, Carriage,

middle-of-the-roa-

owr;

admziazie

COURTEOUS ATTEMTIOK

TAILOR.

NEW YORK

1--

mother's love and care.
And when womanly ills sap the
mother's strength, the home-lif- e
suffers.
The food it not cooked as she cooks
Everywhere the
lack of wifely

best MPPoemxaiTa

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Successor to A. C. SCHMIDT
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July
Manufacturer of
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
fol
is
the
Notice hereby given that
lowing named settler has filed notice
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
and Dealer in all kinds of
of his intention to make final proof
in
of
his
and
said
that
support
claim,
Wmgmn
Mafavatf, auaaf Mmmvy ffax-eLaralat
Ir
in the
proof will be made before the U. S
CeveewW mimmkumMMmg
svau.
MoCVRDY.
RICHARD
A.
America
World
President
court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.
M.
DAR.BY A. DAY, Manager, Albuqterque. N.
M
on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
jr. CafnaawflM ?
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE4 of Sec
W. G. OGLE, Dist. Sunt.. - LAS VEGAS. N. M.
MT rOVHTAIH $QUAM
tion 1. T. 14, R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation ot said land, viz.:
is
LAND
SCRIP.
It
hoped, however that the popuNasarlo Martinez, of Trementlna, N.
land scrip
lists who decided in Denver to "stay
By the use of
CCNTCN STREET
M.; Vldal Trujlllo, of Trementlna, N.
in the
hereafter title can be obtained to government
M.; Isabel Enslnas, ot Trementlna, N.
. . FIRST CLASS WORKMEN .
will have sense enough to get out of land without cultivation or residence
M.; Tlmoteo Martinez, ot Trementlna,
tOXOKBOOIV, Fns.
g
the way of the band wagon when t thereon. All you need to do is to give N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
comes along.
description and show the land to be
Register.
of the proper kind; we do the rest By
Mrs. Mollie Allen, of South Fork, reason of the exhaustion of the supply
Homestead Entry No. 5026.
Ky., says she hag prevented attacks which has been quite limited the price
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of cholera morbus by taking Chamber- Is advancing. We have a small amount
Wholesale aus!Rtall DealaHn
Land Ofilce at Santa Fe, N. M
lain's Stomach and Liver tablets when yet on hand to sell, that la fully guarHAY, CHAXi AXD FTZD
she felt an attack coming on. Such anteed. We also deal in real estate,
July 23, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that Ihe folloattacks are usually caused by indi- loans and investments.
Stock and Poultry Food
wing-named
settler has filed n?t!cv Security
HUGO SEABURO,
gestion, and these tablets are Just
In
of
his
to
final
lutentlon
make
what Is needed to cleanse the stomach
N.
M.
proof
410 Grsr.i A"nu.
Springer,
and ward off the approaching attack.
support of his claim, and that said Vtj Phont U5.
Colorado Phone 325
Attacks of bilious colic may be preBoth the east side and west side of proof will be made before the register
vented in the same way. For sale Hobart, Okla., have been destroyed or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
by all druggists.
by fire, but it has reason to congratu- Sept. 1st, 1903., viz:
m
ASENCION CHAVES
When you want a physic that is late Itself upon the prudence and foremild and gentle, easy to take and cer- sight of the founder, who also provid- for the S2 SE4 NE1-4- . SE4, Sec, 9, NW
Fe
tain to act, always use Chamberlain's ed the townwith north and south 4 SW 4, Sec. 10, T. 9 N., R. 13 E.
He names the following witnesses to
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale sides.
Tim Tabla Ma, 71.
prove his continuous residence upon
by all druggists.
lEffectiee Wednesday April 1, 1003.
and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Statistics show that the graduates of
Nicolas Tenorio of Gallsteo, N. M.; IART BOUND
WIST SOTOD
the Princeton Theological school live
Miles No, 3
no.;.
Teodoro Tenorio of Gallsteo, N. M.;
6:
urn
9:O0ani..L..,.tlaiitaFe..ar..
to attain the average age of 68, and
Jesus Bermudez of Gallsteo, N. M.; 11:00
m..Lv.,.Kpnim!ft..Ar..M ... B:0O p m
1:06 p n..Lv....Kmlni(1o.. Ar..M.... l:(rj
Best Back Service In the city. Moet all
pn
it doubtless seems longer to them than
Tenorio
of Gallsteo, N. M.
IM p m..Lr.Trea tledras.Ar..W....10:(ia m
Ignaclo
trains. Calls are promptly attended to.
.Ar.125 ...
6:3tpm..LT...AnUilto.
that.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Office at M. L. Cooley's livery stable,
8:50 p m..I.v...Alan.ima... Ar IM ...8:10 a m
8:K a tn. . Lr. ... Pueblo. ..Ar 7.... 1:37 a m
Register. 7:16 a m..Ar... Denver..
Puts an End to it All.
..t.y.404..,. 8 30 p D
A grievous wail oftimes comes as
a result of unbearable pain from over
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
taxed organs, Dizziness,
Backache,
branches as follows:
Liver Complaint and Constipation. But
At Antonlto for Durango, Bllrerton and all
thanks to Dr. King's New Life Pills,
poluts in the Ban Juan country.
At Alamosa (wltb standard gauge) for La
they put an end to it all. They are
Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Hprlnaa aad Denver
gentle but thorough. Try them. Only
also with narrow gauge for Monte Viata,'De)
25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Horte Creede sod all points In the San t,uls

3--

Not the house, however fine it may be;

Ooods in the Piece
to select from. . .

In writing state what you would like to receive in cash at the
end of limited paymeut period, amount you would like your beneficiary to receive.

After Physician's
Treatment Had Failed.
My boy when four years old was
taken with colic and cramps In his
stomach. I sent for the doctor and
he injected morphine, but the child
kept getting worse. I then gave him
CHICAGO, Aug. 6. Wheat Sept half a teaspoonful of Chamberlain's
79
Dec. 80
Colic, Cholera and Dlarrhoe Remedy,
"The germ of discontent," says the
Corn Aug. 51
and In half an hour he was sleeping Alfalfa
Sept. 52
Sage, "can be subdued most
and soon recovered. P. L. Wllklns,
Oats, Aug. 3
Sept. 34
effectually by the application of a
Shell Lake, Wis. Mr. Wilkins is book
Pork Aug. $13.45; Sept $13.65.
gold cure."
r "A 4 ft
nit 4 n. S.A
OhA f t.v&
keeper for the Shell Lake Lumber Co.
inru ooyi.
uti, fi..d
Ribs Sept. $8.07
For sale by all druggists.
$8.10.
A 8ure Cure for Diarrhoea.
o
Coming as it does, in the busiest
General FItzhugh Lee refrained
New York Stock Letter.
from approving of burning negroes season, when a man can least afford
NEW! YORK, Aug. 5. The market
at the stake, so why should he be to lose time, a sure and quick cure
was again heavy and sharply lower.
roasted by the New York Evening for diarrhoea Is very desirable. AnyTwo failures in Wall street, one of PostT
one who has given it a trial will tell
tbem an important one, and a great
you that the quickest, surest and most
deal of liquidation and bear pressure
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
pleasant remedy in use for this disthroughout the list. The market clos- one size smaller after using Allen's ease is Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
ed at almost the lowest point of the Foot-Easa powder to be shaken In and Dlarrhoe Remedy,- - There Is no
day. Strong support Is not apparent to the shoes. It makes tight or new loss of time when it is used, as one or
The feeling Is nervous and unsettled. shoes feel easy; gives Instant relief two doses of it will cure any ordinary
Stocks ought to be worth the money, to corns and bunions. It's the great attack. It never falls, not even in the
but without continued
insolvencies est comfort discovery of the age. most severe and dangerous cases. For
and pressure from forced liquidation Cures and prevents swollen feet sale by all druggists.
they show but little rallying powers. blisters, callous and sore spots. A
The story that the cranberry crop
is a certain cure for la
Any losses that they make from these len's Foot-Easa failure in New England may be
prices ought to be regained. Total sweating, hot aching feet. At all
but it looks like the beginning
true,
ales, 1,114,700.
druggists and shoe stores, 25c. Trial of an advance by the
Cranberry trust.
Address,
package Free by mall.

ot its furniture, pictures and appointments. The wife and mother makes the
home, and to speak of going home
means to go back into the shelter of tb

PAIL AGE

Spring Suits

1

Suicide Prevented.

The discovery Is made that Borelli's
comet has four tails Instead of only
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Aug. 6. Cat- two.
It must puzzle the astronomers
tle, market weak to 10c lower; native to know which way the comet is go
steers, $3.20 $5.35; Texas and Indian ing.
steers, $3.35$4.15; Texas cows, $2.25
St. Louis is to have the biggest clock
$3.00; native cows and heifers, SI.-7- 5 in
the world, with a dial 120 feet in
$5.00; stockers and feeders, $2.25
diameter.
It will enable the exposi$4.40; bulls, $2.40$4.00;
calves, tion visitors to see a
good time.

$2.00$5.50; western steers, $3.75
$4.90; western cows, $2.00$3.25.
to lower;
Sheep, market steady
muttons, $2.85$4.50; lambs, $3.50
$4.50; range wethers,
$3.85$4.70;
ewes, $2.80$4.75.
Grain and Provisions.

Dawn naaag roar urwar
Sm TfcM Nofcy

fever-ishnes- s,

Make the guarantees of Insurance In The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York, valuable beyond all calculation. The following Instance is only one of Thousands:

U

7

Many School Children art Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powdere for
Children, used by Mother Gray, ft
nurse in Children's Home, New York,
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure
Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels, and Destroy Worm.
Mrs. Emily Maronn,
Merlden,
Ct,
"It Is the best medicine in
says:
the world for children when feverish
and constipated."
Sold by all druggists or by mail, 25c Sample sent
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Roy. N. Y.

The "IFS" of Life

1

Brie
It pfd
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Tent City at a rory low price.
Tent City Is a popular Southern California summer seaside resort
Write for fall particulars about thla delixatful vacation trip.

Atchieon, Topeka

OM

m.4-m- .

TT

W.J. LVCA.

0

LAB

f.lEABOW CITY HAPPENINGS
Dance of tire ladies' auxiliary to the
B. of L. F. t Rosenthal hall tonight

Sheriff Cleofe Romero and wife
are the proud parents of a blf twelve-pounboy, bom yesterday and the
sheriff Is stepping correspondingly
d

high.

The B and M. company this afternoon shipped four binders and the
proper accessories to Mora. More machinery Is goljig into the Mora valley
than ever before.
Mrs, Jefferson Raynolds entertained
a number of city ladles at luncheon
this afternoon. Mr. M. A. Otero and
sirs. J. W. Raynolds of Santa Fe were
among those present.
Chas. Leavltt, assistant manager at
Trout Springs, went out this morning
with a load of harvesting machinery
needed to take care of the abundant
crop on that productive piece of property.
Browne, ft Mansanares Co., has Bold
already this year a carload, of thresh
log machines. : From all quarters
come reports of abundant harvest.
Good times in New Mexico this year
is spite of panics In Wall street and
grasshoppers in Michigan.
.

It It awful to relate, but there has
been a beer famine In the city fir a
day or two. The very hottest part of
the summer, tamblen. It is related
that one man who hadn't tasted water
lor fifteen years wa f?rel
tmMhf,
a HM'o.'tf Vue Agua Pura fluid.
'

There's a new breakfast food on the
market. It comes from Battle Creek,
Mich., and bears considerable resemblance to Force, Malta Vita, Vlr and
everal others. The name Is unique.
It is Tryablta. Gross, Kelly ft Co.
are handling the new food.
The Optic admits that the treat Is
on It. A fine little girl put In an appearance at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Hay ward a week ago last Sunday. They said George couldn't keep
it out of the paper, but he stood in
with the doctor, for once, and the
doctor kept mum.
,

Mrs. G. W. Patterson and children
left this afternoon for New York
Tbenc they will go to Mrs. Patterw aM in CUla, New
son
Patterson's husband
West-er, Bight telegraph operator at the
Union, It will be remembered,
died several weeks ago.
n

ranchEugcnlo Romero, a
man of Mora is in the city today buying supplies preparatory to beginning
the wheat harvest. He says the crop
of wheat in the fruitful valley will
exceed all former yields. It has b nailed out now, snj the quality promises
to be of the finest. The harvest will
be In full blast in a few days. The oat
record breaker. Tilings
crop is also
look good for Mora.
well-to-d-

The Colorado ' Telephone company
people give out the information that
the long dUtsnce line from this city
Is almost completed. It will only be
a few days until the last connections
have been made. Raton, Springer,
Watrous. Maxwell and other towns lf
New Mexico will be brought into direct communication with Las Vegas
and with cities and towns of Colorado as far afield as Denver. Side lines
have been run to many ranches and
small villages along the way. The opening up of the long distance telephone line will be or much importance
to Us Vegas.
A psrty of nineteen from
Harvey's
made the trip to Elk mountain
Monday. This Is one of the grandest
portions of the proposed scenic rouie
and affords views of unequalled tarie-tand Interest embracing a world of
peaks, mesas, canyons and distant
plainswhile the trail Itself passes
through dens forest of draped spruce
and great spsces covered by fallen
timber, Anally ascending to the 12.000
feet summit of the Elk where the outlook embraces the grsnd peaks of the
Tntrhas and the noble range enclosof canyons.
ing that wonderland
rUgcs, meadows and forest constituting the Pecos basin,

lt
y

,

Some mot unkind critic declares
that Dsn Rhodes, the popular hack-mabaa been sleeping on the outside
fur a week In order to gst hardened
to the requisite degree to enablo him
to enjoy a ten-daouting trip to Cow
Creek. It isn't so at all, that is the
wool, shed part of the story. It Is
true, however, that the gentleman U
to trtka a vacation, and for th flrK
tlme-sia'ISM.-Tomorrow wording
s ssswi
Rhodes, Mr. and
Mr,
and son Ciisrlle,
Rhodes
Mra,f7l,
Urifm. finodes, and Mr. an! Mrs. W.
T. Vi ."awtf 3ttltkj, will go to pecos
on tlm train, and thence drive to a
eainptng viae on the creek. The
back line will be jn charge of Con
Dennis during the absence of Mr.

in

Carte.
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THE SECOND NIGHT.

Day of Beginning

THE ENCAMPMENT.

ANOTHER EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION OF "A TEXA8 STEER BY
GIFTED AMATEURS.
NEW MEXICAN TELLS STORY OF
THE MOBILIZATION OF THE
Large and Distinguished Audience InNATIONAL GUARD.
cluding Governor and Mrs. Otero
And
Secretary and Mrs. Raynolds.
Why Las Vegss Was Chosen Water
Canyen Given Up On Account of
No greater compliment has ever
Scarcity of Water.
been paid or could be paid to the excellence and popularity of the work
The territorial encampment of the
of Troop A on the amateur stage than
New Mexico National guard will be
the large audience which gathered at
held at Hot Springs, near Las Vegas,
the Duncan yesterday evening to see
from August 17 to 23 Inclusive. The
their second production of A Texas
grounds are located along the electric Steer.
Many were there who had
line running from Las Vegas to Hot
seen it when first presented less than
Springs, about five miles from the a
week ago, many who had listened to
former town and about one mile from
accounts of Its excellence from oththe springs, and Adjutant General
ers and had come to see that the
Whlteman describes the location as
half had not been told, while there
an ideal one for a military encampwere present quite a number of those
ment. Water will be plentiful, as arwho had been brought from other
rangements have been made whereby towns
by the tlJings of the success
the water main that supplies the Las
achieved by the troop on last Wednes
Vegss water works will be tapped to
day evening. Prominent among those
supply the soldier boys. This is done
present from other towns of the terri
by the city and without cost to the
tory were Governor and Mrs. M. A.
territory.
Otero
and Secretary and Mrs. J. W.
Adjutant-Genera- l
Whlteman
says
from Santa Fe.
that he expects to have 250 officers Raynolds
fine
The
work of the various per
enand soldiers in attendance on this
formers which has previously been
campment. The men will leave home
In detail was distinguished
on the 17th Inst, and It is expected taken up
In some Instance by greater ease and
that they will return home on the 23d.
enunciation.
Tents will be pitched, the soldiers clearer
The
development of these two
high
drilled, and all the maneuvers and life
of the proof the soldier In active duty will be ex- important characteristics
were
shown
within the
to
be
fessional
perienced, with the exception of ;sti
power of nearly every member of the
"
actual battle.
cast. The second hearing served to
Water canyon was at one time
bring out especially the fine points In
for
to
the
boat
the
be
place
thought
the
work of Robt. Gross as Maverick
locentral
Its
encampment, owing to
Brander. The work of Ludwlg W. II
cation, but when the adjutant-genera- l
as Capt Falrleigh Bright, as well
visited the proposed camping ground feld
the
unusually
good, dialect of W. B,
he found a great scarcity of water
of
there owing to the dry weather that Barnes as Flshback are deserving
mention.
special
has prevailed for some time, and then
The young Indies
appeared as
Banta Fe was considered, but here
and
sustained
their parts
charming
be
to
again was the water question
with as much grace and ability as
solved, as there is no good location
desired. The only changewith water for , camping purposes could be
In the cast was in the part of Dixie
available. It was suggested that the
which was very ably taken by
level land out toward Sunmount would Still
Mrs.
Robt. Gross. She presented a
It
be an Ideal camping ground, and
there been charming appearance and was a most
would have been, had
water to be had, but there was no acceptable addition to the cast.
Specialties by Miss Maggie Burks
water without
extending the city
and
O, F. Shalfero were none the less
no
is
appropriation
mains, and there
to cover the expense of doing this. enjoyed because they came unheraldar
Other camping grounds were pro ed. The songs of these talented
tists made a decided hit. Many of
posed but they could be reached only
whole per
after long marches from the railroad, the audience declared the
as good
was
last
formance
night
quite
select
to
so It was thought prudent
One
the grounds near Las Vegas. New as many professional productions.
to
feature
did
much
which
Important
Mexican.
Id addition to the 250 men from the remove the play from the amateur
The
arti- class was the excellent make-upterritory mentioned by the above
That's
actors looked their parts.
l
adjutant-generacle aa expected, the
credit
also looks for three hundred regular half the battle. The highest
make-ups- ,
the
and
the
for
the
staging
that
estimated
soldiers.
It is
of
will be expended on the encamp- thoroughly satisfactory character
Is
E.
C.
whole
to
York,
the
due
ploce
Las
to
Vegas
It
coming
ment, much of
Cru-cethe efficient trainer.
Companies will come from Las
It la understood that when the mem
Socorro
Silver City, Albuquerque,
bers of Troop A come rejoicing bring
and other points.
mm
Ing In their shekels that Ed will not
be forgotten. Here's congratulations
OOD NIGHT VISITOR.
to the actors, to the troop and to the
0. J. Osborne Is Asked Questions that trainer for the high class production
Startle Him and then Demands
Occupying a compartment in the
an Explanation.
Wells Fargo car that pased through
was
D. J. Osborne of Las Vegas, N. M., the city last night west bound,
wlshos that ho had another namo. He Selcx, heralded aa Nature's greatest
more
is at the St. James hotel, and Friday curiosity. Selex Is something
a steer and a half, born some
dowr.
than
his
at
man
a
rapped
night
"Is your name Osborne?" attked the three years ago on the South American) pampas. He has six legs, two
man.
bodies, two tails, three flauks, double
was
the reply.
"Yes,"
shoulders, and seven hoofs. He
"Are you a socialist?"
sixteen bands high, measures
stands
"No."
"Is your wlfo seeking a divorce?" ten fet In length, has a girth of nine
and a half feet and weighs 2,800
"Not on your life."
As the steer has only one
"Are you not trying to secure pos- pounds.
head and one set of vital organs, scisession of your children?"
"Sure. Don't you want to hang on entists say It Is one animal and not
two. Selex was seen by quite a numto your children?"
ber of loungers at the depot and all
to
wife
trying
"Yes, but Isn't your
pronounced him a marvel.
them
away?"
get
"Look here, what do you mean by
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sachs and son,
coming here and getting me up and
arrived yesterday horn Jones-boro- ,
Irvln,
fool
me
of
a lot
questions?
asking
on a visit to Mrs. Chas.
Ark.,
What do you take me for?"
who Is a sister to Mrs.
Rosenthal,
Osborne?"
name
"Isn't your
Mr. Sachs Is an extensive
Sachs.
"
Sure, but
property owner In Jonesboro and oth"You're the man."
mistaken er large cities, and also is Interested
disclosed
Explanations
In numerous enterprises.
They will
Mr.
Osborne
man
The
thought
Identity.
returnbefore
California
resorts
visit
was the socialist leader in Denver,
home.
ing
the
for
arrested
blocking
frequently
streets with bis meetings and whose John Larrazola, son of the Hon. O. A.
wife is suing him for divorce DenI.arraiolo, came up from Las Cruces
ver Post.
today. He has been attending school
at
the A. ft M. college.
Jos. P. Goodlander,
the popular
salesman for the Myer Drug comDon Eugcnlo Romero returned this
pany of EL Louis, is here on his afternoon from a visit to his tie
usual errand.
claims In the Mansanos.
$10,-00-

Monday, Aug. 10th

Saturday, Aug. 22nd

.- -

.

fgaS17
fnln ftl

Week
At

BACHARACH BROS.
Opposite Omtmmedm Hotel.
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Why Sweat ?

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
SEE

;

;

:

'

SOME

ICES.

SSIIMIHIimSISISStlMlllltli.ltlSI
WaJsts
rr,T7 LYoySs Dlousca
and

1

There ors

Gentlemen

are determined br their man- mra and that, of enane, la a
outer of training, but did 70a
rer think how mnea alio depended apon u war tin boy
r
waa
Ton nan hardlr waM s bo? to be eej and eelf.
oaasMMl If be la ouneftlou that bli walHt or bloiue)
baa not aa pretlr a pattern aud aa nattr appaartnf
thnaa of big plarniatea.
There' nothing dmirable In barlne aheap rer-ten-ia
If they mace the bur feel cheap, eeuertaiir
when they don't wear ee kmc nor waes eo weu aa
ike a. A . kind.
booklet
apk na for a eonr of the valuable
" Sure Ufa aid lila Vhaneter."

3

mhi

lit.

503 SIXTH

....now
....now
....now
....now
....now
....now
....now
....now
....now
....now

any Straw Hat in
tZflQL
U the house. Why not
have comfort when it can be

$8.00
7.00
7.00

6.50
0.00
5.00

3.75
3.00
2.00
6.00

8TREET.

HMtHMIIIIIWtlMMIIII

off

I

PEOPLE'S
REICH l COMPANY,

bought so cheap?

TIIE BOSTON

Spring

lot No. 3694,
Suits, were tlO.00,
lot No. 3641,
Suits, were 1850,
1 lot No. 3660,
Suits, were 1850,
1 lot No. 3668,
Suits, were 17.50,
1 lot No. 3550. 2- - piece Suits, were 7.50,
1 lot No. 2156. 3- - piece Linen Suits, were 16.00 ..........
1 lot No. 2147,
Crash Suits, were 15.00
1 lot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were 14.00 :
1 lot No. 2151,
Crash Suits, were t3.50
1 lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were 17.50
1

no better

Littlt

A Great Reduction Sale on all

Our
and
and Summer Suits.

Cheaper Goorfo
Are no
tconomy

CLOTnilOilOM

M, GREENBERGER,
MMMMMI MUM I HIMMtMt

1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 1 1
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La Sanadora Cures!
OXE
OF MANY;

1

Some Dealers
show you a different range
very year, each of course
is the It KMT.
Usually
the range does not live up

to their talk

and they

change ranges. When we
opened business we search- ed for the best raiijrt? in
the world, regardless of
cost. We decided on the

"Great Majestic Range."
Why There Is none
better, and we still
handle It. When we
toll our friends that
the Majestic liange
is nearer
ii PERFECTION"

-

we are talking about
and can back it up.
Majestic 'lis nges are
handled by dealers
only never by ped-

dlers.

Hedges, San Diego, Co. Cal., July 12.

twuicnj urug iomiiany,
Las Vegas, Kew Mexico.
$ Dear Sirs:
w
has been afflicted with Rheuwife
My
g matism
and Neuralgia for a long time,
$ and before
writing to you, she had used
remedies withJa a great many
out nrinnrnnt iwnnflr KnalWInrt
V fact that unless she obtained relief soon
A her disease would get the best of her
mio sonioitinig more se$ emu uevpiop
rious, I commenced to search for some
reliable remedy, and thanks to God 1
saw the advertisement of "La Sanadora" in one of
Spanish papers and
S decided to giveour
your remedy a fair trial,
W
which, I hiu pleased to say has proven
a sntisfactory.
"La 8anndorn" has entirely cured my
wife of these diseases andshenow feols
use a new woman. I can truthfully
say that "La Sanadora," 1ms given her
relief after all others have failed. I
feel so thankful fur the good"LaSaim-dora- "
has done tor mv wife that I consider It my duty to add my testimony
to that of others who hare been cured
iiy your womuierful remedy "La Sanadora." If any one doubts the truth
of this statement, let liiin or her write
to me and I will tell him or her just
what "La Sanadora," has done for my

!

r

CDuriisa ik9 month cf Akz

wo will kswo a cand

l

In ell d:psrtRtzato to
for now cscdo.

WATCH

:

THIS

kssSzo

reset

SPACE

I

wife.

LUDWIG WM, ILFELD,

LAS VEGAS STEAM

COST.

AT

,

LAUNDRY.

WHOLESALE

ALE

tliaii any other range
made, we know whttt
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ABOUT YOUR WASH
FKKK

Shirtwaists!!!

THE

aSBBBSBBSS

'HOIK'S:

Shirt Waists ! !

Day of Ending

0

You are Interested In getting your
linen laundered In th beat manner satisfactory to you nd saving to the
goods. We use careiul methods and
do not ue inlurloua chemlce-ls- , thus
youallna-nlaallonger.

Shirt Waists!

Oan'ERAL AaF.ST.

"

Thanking you for your kindness, I
remain yours very truly,
Professor A.

J.

Monroy, M.A.

Deputy Clerk of the Supreme
i of San Diego Cu, California.

Court

subscribe ron
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